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peratures rose into the 70’s. Miss Buchsbaum
is a junior history major from West Los Angeles.
She lives at 355 S. Eighth St., Royce Hall.
Spartan Daily notes the beginning of spring
with its special edition today.
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COUNCIL A RUBBER STANIP
Former sophomore representative Dan Dahlen believes that the
council is no more than a "rubber
stamp for top executive proposals.
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Novelist, General To Speak

John Dos Passos, 6R-year -old rinvilist, will speak
Gen. Alfred 111. Gruenther. who succeeded Gen.
I eadght D. Eisenhower as Supreme Allied Com- at the third annual S.IS Honors Convocation, May 14.
Dos Fossils, a Harvard graduate. Is author of the
mander in Europe, has accepted Pres. John T.
elairrer
Wahlquist’s int itation to be commencement speakei. trilogy’ "U.S.A." which includes "The .12nd Pataliel,"
Big Money.
Gen. Gtaienther it; currently president of the "Nineteen Nineteen," and
American Red Cross and will retire March 31.
In 1957 Dos Passos wun ihe Gold Merlal for fic(Ten. Gruenther’s distinguished military career ’ at from the National Institute of Arts and Letters.
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denied the charge of -politicking"
labeling it "ridiculous." "Student
C’ouncil must justify its existence
by servic-e." Laison said. Ile maintained that the council’s; past !Word of service did just that.
Answering the charge that slit dent government activities take too
much time and result in a lowering
of academic st:indards, Larson
pointed to the collective 3.3 GPA
of the executive council.
Howexer, the former members of
Student Council maintained that
that each of them had CPA’s above
3.0 before they began to serve on
council and each of them had sinci
dtopped below that standard

c.;iincil and SPUR, Cfltnpi- 1,10 a.al pat ty. came under fire
ye-dierix
from
three Student
Council members and Executive
Secretary Bob caiintz \\Ito resigned
their office, Friday
Student Council was accused of
ignoring the real purpose for its
existence and SPUR was charged
with undermining the opposing
l’ACE political party before it had
a chance to get started.
members.
Council
Resigning
Fred Best, Dan Dithlen and Carol
Eckett told Spartan Daily that students involved in campus government "spend too much time politicking anti the result has been a
-dilation where student service and
aalividual
scholarship
is
ne..1.cted."
Asn president. Steve Larson.

Attorney Doubts
Oswald Really Guilty Tansey s

Is Lee Homey Oswald innocent"
According to 1-lark Lane. New
York attorney who has taken it
upon himself to defend Oswild,
there is so much confusion surrounding the case of the N.A 1..2

No. 92

FOUR ASB REPS TELL WHY
THEY QUIT COUNCIL POSTS

Air -

SPRING AGAINIt’s springtime again, and
pretty 20.year-old Sheila Buchsbaum is out to
prove it. Offical opening date for the spring
season is Friday, March 20, but yesterddy if
vas already warm enough for summer, as tem-

1964

Professor Hatch
Initiates Spring
Book Reviews

DEFENDS OSWALDMark Lane, New York attorney, told an
overflow crowd in Concert Hall he doubts the guilt of Lee Harvey
Oswald, accused assassin of President John F. Kennedy. The influx of students was so great at the speech, location was changed
from TH55 to the Music Building.

/,,,, ra.,,ra, any have been "faked
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The attorney brought tip many
points he felt xxere questionahle.
during his speech.
Lane showed the audience a
number of pictures. All thy pietures were basically the same
"even the creases in his trousers
arc, the satne but ihe Loins are
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Spring Edition

David P. Hatch, assistant prowill begin the Spring
Book Talks. 12:30 p.m. tomorrow.
with a review of Insiders; Rejeet
and Rediscovery of Man In the
Arts of Our Time." by Seldon
Rodinan.
Book Talks will Ire conducted
each Vl’ednesday ril 12:30 p.m. in
Cafeteria Rooms A and B. It is
a program of informal discussion,
of hooks for students and faculty.
Sei.eral copies of all txroks re\ ic»isi will he held on reserve in
the Humanities section of the lilsrary
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Last Rites Today
For Retired Prof
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day bir Miss N1abel G. Crumby
77 -year-old a ssociate proff-.:
emeritus of education. who /Ia.,’
Saturday after an extended inn,Miss Crumby joined the
in PO!. She retired in 1954 all,:
.15
:11’, here,
Accolding to Dr. William G.
14w4.ene. dean of the education
division. Nliss Crumby was a ,pecialist in early childhood educat11111. She taught course, in prinial-y
curriculum and administration
A native of Little Fall. N.Y she
resided %Yoh her -.ester. Miss Elizabeth Crimby al,,. a retired %cies,’
Ii17,9s inek,
newher.
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Blood Drive
Needs Slogans
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her fourth semester at Gamma I’.
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ne American Red Cross will
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ternity queen contest
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Hayes was the son of Mr. ani,
11-, B. J. Hayes, 6,19 18th St_
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Deity Termed ’An American’

-WEAR-GUARANTEED-

Forum Debates Religion
Fly BOB PETERSON
"God is an American." "God is
dead." "Alan needs God." These
statements were among many
made by over 100 participants at
the fourth SJS F’aculty-Student
Forum. last Friday..
1.11111jeelr.
The
"The Established
110 They Ilelp or /finder t’s N11%.6.".. analyzed for three
arid IMO -11111f hours on March 6.
lared an additional three hours of
close examination in 111i, cofeteria.
AlIENIIFSEi04
ShaVi.
politieill science and
major, forum
moderator, intrixlueed the panelists
to the audience at 7:13 p.m. The

panel meinbers were Frank Cieciorka, senior art major; Dr Mervyn
L’artwallader. fIS.SOCiate prOfesmir of
sociology: Kim Maxwell. political
science graduate student; Rog e
Hoffman. sophomore soeirilogy ma 1)I.
Amnon Goldworth, assn.
elate professor of philosophy; Dr.
Warren Fraleigh, associate prolessor of physical education; and the
11ev. Don Enntnel. Presbyterian
chapiain.
Ovning the forum. Dr. Cadwallader told the audienee and
jlanel members, Western civilizetion would be better off today
. without organized religion." Re. terrine to the part plaved by or-

.

ion in time
ionized le
Dr. Cady), ider remarked.
were chap ons blessing hoallh,
carriers
CHURCH’S HOLE,
On the 1’111111’h s role in the
wnr Id’s sock
ica 1 fin admit,.
he adde (1, "These inst itut ions
should dissolve or be bypassed it
they are blocking the road to
peace." Pointing at organized religion’s basic fault. he stated. Itgrea t est probIPM over the cei,
furies is that it accutnulio,
wealth.{
The Rev. Fanmel replied that he
would be the last person to (le (Continued on Page 6)
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Student Council
No Party Action
WIIEN THE ORGANIZERS of PACE announced
the establishment and platform of their party
four weeks ago, students and student governk twoment executives voiced favorable continents.
partv system at last. No more one-party dominated elections.- evervime said. But last week PACE folded and
announced that it would not run a slate of candidates.
The e\eilitie staff of P \11.1: maintains that SI’l I{ has
e-tabli-lied itself so firmly within the framework of the
--ociated student Body that it is v irtually impossible
to
a two-party system.
1 he disbanding of P \CE leaves the campus with
for the upcoming April
one politiral party SI’l H
8-9 student body elections. The situation is identical to
that of last year’s.
\ t that time KEY was the only political party en-s,Wera5491W01091111stiememesseseraw
.
ilor-ing a slate of candidates for -indent body office.
E
IN
501.1,
Ti-ii5 OUTFiT you NR
11.11.1:es uere made claiming that KEY was in essence
l’40W BRANT>
sl’l IL it party that had been banned from campus for
one year because of illegal campaigning procedures the
prey Mit- year.
Following the election last May. %SR President
Steve
maintaining that a one-party system reduces competition. proposed to Student Council a 13.
wonderful! Pur’s candidates are
with her comments that "the
EDITOR’S NOTE: All Thrust and
month moratorium on campus political parties. HowParry letters are to be limited to
discrimination is uf a subconchosen by a few of the older
e\ er. Ills -tiggestion was narrowly defeated by the group.
300 words and must be typed
boys. Pur’s candidates are chosen
scious variety. That i.s, a sorority
also
must
be
Letters
double
spaced.
The Note %%,i. fi t.s: 7. no: 1 abstention.
just does not consider pledging
because of their ability to shine
signed and include student body
a Negro woman." Dearest Lesshoes and to polish apples or vice
card number of the writer. Any let\lain opponent to the proposal of the moratorium
ters endorsing candidates during
versa. This is extremely fair and
ley, you are dead v.rong in a
was Rod Diridon. then graduate representative. He said:
elections will not be printed. The
no one disapproves, because no
sense because one sorority on
editor IIININOS the right to edit let"1 -trongly feel that we (Student Council) cannot
this campus already has pledged
one cares
ters for libelous statements, poor
a Negro woman. Because of
limit the -tudent right to organize into political parties.
taste and length.
So Ace isn’t going to run any
your i.e. silly sorority’s complete
candidates. Ace has ju.st disThe moratorium would have been completely impossible
isolation from those "different"
solved. Ace feels that it is not
Greek Segregation
and improper to enforce.from you and your subsequent
worth it to worry about Pur.
11thougli it defeated the proposal for the most part.
Issue Discussed
ignorance as to what a "Negro"
The rest of Swasborne goes on
council. realizing that a one-party system does int- Editor:
really looks like, one Negro
attending birthday parties while
woman, fair of skin and with
pii-e certain problem-. requested that the political
their dues are squandered on
I can now see why it has taken
bleached blond hair is now an
petty things. Yet everyone is
party- matter be sent to the College Life Committee, a
active in a house. I am sure that
San Jose Statae so long to exhappy and no one gives a hang!
family and -tudent group. for study and investigation.
amine its position on the de facto if she were to reveal herself the
Steve siedgiviek
The committee wa, supposed to report back to and de jure segregative practices discrimination would not be of
ASS A2363
a "subconscious variety." So
council at the first council meeting in the fall. It didn’t. of its Greek system.
dearest Lesley, tonight at dinner,
Instead. the group sent a report to council a few weeks
SRA Objectives
I am appalled at the naivete,
look around and you will find
ago -titling that the committee did not look into the matyounielf wondering, "is it she?
the ignorance and the complete
ter becatiew it had not been given enough detailed inStated
by Group
or is it she? Or maybe, just
obliviousness, as to the real imstructions about the inve,tigation.
maybe, you will have the sense
Editor:
port of the problem which has
to ask youmelf, "how tenable
The vice president of t.he
1, a result. council sent the matter to the Campus
been so repeatedly expressed by
is my position?" I have one
Young Republicans, speaking for
Poliev Committee. a council standing committee. for
thase who are a part of the
question . . . wouldn’t you like
the Young Republicans, has
ins e-i igation. according to council Chairman Bob l’isano.
to know?about both, I mean.
charged the Student Republican
"Greek" system.
Looking at the situation on the surface. one would
Alliance vvith not supporting any
Melvin Holmes
Indeed. some of the comment.s
particular candidate and not
syntlie-ize that student government representatives and of their "backers" have only
ASB Sig
having any specific (stated)
official- did not think it was an important e
gh matter served to lend an added air of
purpose. On the contrary, the
incredulity to their attitudes.
lollow with noire rottrern.
U.C. Spending
proposed objectives of our organTrue, as Bill Holley said there
- .1 resIllt. tile ralliplIS
not only larking an anization are on every one of our
Error Noted
-wet. to ille problem. but eS ell a hint to a nolution im not are limes when "Negro athletes
petitions:
associate with white athletes in
eo
-ight.
-To provide a forum through
a retaxed atmosphere." The atDue either to an
which the student of &IS may
The fact- are regretful. student Council realized mosphere albeit relaxed is su- psychological desireirrepressible
for our
the problem of a one-party -y-tent last year after the perficial and shallow. It usually plight not to appear quite so oh- learn more about Republican
Party ideals, goals and activities;
ious or to an administrative erelection. Now. nearly a year later and only a few weeks extends no further than the
to sponsor GOP office holders
basketball court, the track field
ror,
the
data
appearing
in
Monprior to another election. council has not done a darn
and all candidates as campus
or the football field. Mr. Holley,
day’s issue dealing with the
thing about the situation.
speakers; to give students an opif this is your idea of friendship
amount spent per University of
portunity to participate in camIt i- downright disgusting.
then it appears to me that your
California student should have
11.
paign activities."
values are extremely shallow
read $2175 and not $1275 as the
The fact is, campus Republi.. a true product of the system.
Spartan Daily printed.
cans not holding the absolute
LITTLE M
ON CAMPUS
Das-hl T. EVIMS
Richard Dodson, activities adviews of those vvho presently
ASK A10468
viser, pointed out that he is igcontrol the Young
norant of an de facto discrimination in the Greek system. All 1
can say Is. arc you serious?
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arc -titinilitted to relatela tile
news. write to the Tiger, Clemson Colleg... South Carolina. this
one nickel for each ad. Below are .’s,,1111. ol the "Urgent- adsEntine.
444
from the section:
. . . Moon Maid %ants Moon \Ian -- See Diet Smith,
. Satn: meet nte at you know where.
know whet
Herby.
. Can you drive a fire truck? Work late hinit-f Pav
risk involved. Apply to Lower Quad any time after
mid
night.
... FRATERNITY: A conformist wants you.
. . . A. B. the deal 01W off as expected.
Midwestern mail from Western Nlichi,uan niersiti
the adoption of a deferred rush program. This 1114’,111, thererelatti
be no fortnal rush for sororities this fall. Thus. coed- can’t %ill
ticipate in rush unless they have been tiii campus at
inie’ se.
!nester. according to the Western Herald. Something to Mink
about . . .
Students at Northern University in
imilinted
vev on campus values. Areordine to the \m’iltetti "gar. a sin.
obey regulations and laws primarily beciiiii-e diek tem heing students
(aught,
The survey urged the student to justify hi, action- I,fore 11(4,,
them, then he won’t lw looking for excuse. atm
Does a college have a right to dictate a
code nhith
constitutes college students’ behavior? Think ahem it Spartans.
are your actions at college justified before you (10,1. SJS? jf mit
to the college, to yourselvm?
An honest mistake at Arizona State College resulted in rum.
ing the wrimg queer) candidate in the school’s animal
The real winner was it Ai rite -in name, according to the honherjacA.
Mistrakes will happen.
While temple, ale
and spring has unofficially sprung
in the SN’est. -itideilt, lime I okeit into three smoking groups a
Polytechnic College in Poiniiiia.
As an outburst a the recent report on smoking. there are the
"purist" nowsmokers. the reformist smokers. and the unfailing
smokers.
The second
marking the most 110tiVelilile change. has
taken up pipes and ci,Jais over cigarettes, according to the Poly
Post.
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I have been criticized by many
Greeks because of my attitudes
toward their system. In order to
uphold my views I shall quote
tile Dean of Students, Stanley
C. Benz. "Administratke officials have but one (tram the
school position is clear cut - if
organizations do not comply with
the trustees’ rutine. official recognition %Oil be withdrawn by
the administ ration." }low can my
critics justify their criticisms? I
am right. because the law says
I am. If you fear my intrusion
int() your false parochial society
then you have but one alternative; arrange for your charter
to he withdrawn by thy administration.
you were not sanctioned liy and affiliat,.,1 v.1Ih the
(11,14,.
you HO oroi flomiturtr.
and rontrol
risral.t, both Vt.
I ly and socia lly
lit
Ihis earn pus, yoti could discriminate until
your faces turn ed blue or
black: I wouldn’t care.
Legley Hooter tirmisivl me

Student Satirizes
Political Parties
Editor:
Welt, here we are at Swasborne Preparatory Academy for
pre-primary children. At Stwasborne we have student government There are even two political parties. We call one "Pur"
and the other "Ace." HMV ciati!
Pur t he old party and has berm
in control for many years. The
letters P.U.R. stand for something, but by now we have all
forgotten what. One older girl
of 5!rie says it stands for comption but we know that can’t be.
Pet PUR still plays ixditics
like it is played on the kindergarten level. PUR offers candy
to ACE’s Candidates to thsCoUr
age them from running. They get
people from different "houses"
because everyone knows that two
brothers or twn slaters can’t run
together, since it would he the
unpolitical thing to do. Pur even
takes people from the 4)ther side
isf the tracks itIth Street how

Republicans
have been denied the fullest opportunity for objectively participating in such activities. There
is NO "general Republican organization" at SJS. Instead, we
have four groups committed to
the support of one candidate.
There is no need tor a Students for Nixon group on this
campus. What is needed is a general Republican campus organization which will analyze the
proof-wed policies and records of
each candidate thus enabling one
to arrie at a rational choice in
support of a candidate.
Quite obviously. then, our ultimate purpose is to establish a
much needed Republican organization on this campus for presentation of the ENTIRE SPECTRUN1 of Republican views. and
not jito a mere segment of them.
Might we ask, who has sob-
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a.m.,
The girls waited until 2
Saturday, v.rith no luck; so they
mail box saying
left a note in his
him. Arthey wanted to see
rangements were made by telephone later that morning for an
afternoon meeting. Trini said he
would play for Easter Seals on
his own time and "he was real
cooperative and interesting,"
according to Miss Carlson.
Trini called the girls Wednesday to confirm a Thursday afternoon concert. "Ile really put
himself out to fit this into his
atedule," said Miss Musso,
At this time the coeds contacted the Spartan Daily and radio
stations KSJS and KLIV to advertise the event. Everyone was
surprised at the large crowd because of the short notice everyone had on the concert, accordis to the show’s instigators.

Es, John Moore
SIGMA PHI EPSILON’S St. Bernard, Lucky, recently helped Sig
Ep brothers Bill Clark (I.) and Larry Walker get ready for their
annual pajama party. Lucky is owned by a beer company which
pays her weekly steak bill.

Sig Ep ’Lucky’ Dog Gains
40 Pounds in Six Months
JANE HOYT
With 50 masters, it’s no wonder a two -year-old gained 10

**************** ********** -***********
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GOODIES
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SHOP
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ea. (large)

: 342 Lincoln Ave.. San Jose
Custom Er*.
292-9522
Convorsions

st.

Work
Instellat;ons

Friday, Saturday and Sunday Only

OUP %mow 30c Euler
A full 8 oz. glass
of
Orange Winzit Drink
ninexca’s linest whipped ornge juice drink
Cool ... Delicious . . Refreshing

only 350
,

!,;
Tri stYles
liamond.

,2.8697

We also serve
charcoal burgers
hot dogs
frosties

*

pounds in the last SIX months.
The youngster is Lucky. the
145-pound St. Bernard belonging to the brothers of Sigma
Phi Epsilon fraternity.
On her daily diet of four
pounds of everything from dog
[nod to steak, she has gained 40
pounds since she first came to
the Sig Eps in November.
In ch a rge of the hound’s
ground round is Bob Nordgren,
senior psychology and pre-dental
major.
"When she’s good, she sleeps
inside. hut when had, she sleeps
outside," said NorrIgren.
Lucky has her own house and
play pen arca in the Sig Ep
backyard. Her house. a reconverted garage, was "redecorated" during Help Week.
When she enters the fraternity
house from her outside residence, she has a tendency to
fall four directions at once. Each
paw flies a different direction
and Lucky ends up on her
atxlomen.
Lucky’s legal owner is a beer
company by the same name. Sig
Ep got the pup last semester
when the company’s campus representative moved and could no
longer keep her. In return for
lots of TLC t tender loving caret,
the beer company’ pays for all
her victuals -- hut no brew for
her keg.
"Everybody loves to walk
her." said Nordgren. The pledges
are usually accompanied by the
sorority’ girls on their munds.
The $350 worth of dog loves
to swim and play in the snow.
During Christmas vacation she
joined Nordgren. Rich Corby,
and Jim Marsh on a trip to the
snow count ry.
"What a gas she was as she
rolled in the snow," SAW NOrtigrenr

Orange leinjit cfrtack &JP
SANTA CLARA & I I ST.

F:qually at home in the water
as on land, I.ucky joined some
of her Sig Ep pals on a 12-hour
fishing trip. She spent the en (Continued on Page 7)

COMEDY sERIES
half-hour comedy series
being developed for CBS -TV by
producer thigh Bertson are -The
Only Way to Go" and -Our
Three Lawyers."

St. Patrick wasn’t Irish.
Ile was captured by aii Irish
raiding party from his home in
Western Britain. and spent six
years a.s a slave in the Emerald
Isle. Irish tradition says Patrick
was a shepherd slave in Antrim,
but historians think he spent his
captivity in Connaught Whichever, the island had a deep effect
on the teenager long after he
escaped, haunting his memory as
only Ireland can.
’rhe bogs, the glens, the green,
the mists of Ireland make anything seem probable, e% en
dremns. Patrick dreamed one
night that a man came to him.
carrying letters, one beginning
’"rhe Voice of the Irish." It was
an appeal to Patrick to return
to Ireland, which he had been
con.sidering, but as a missionary.
According to legend, this dream
gave fire to Patrick’s desire.
Patrick was not the first or
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CARKILION (MIMES
The (*a I’ll ilOrl ( mes was a
gift from the Class of ’46. You
will hear them at graduritirms.
Christmas. and other festive occasions. Westminster Chimes,
added by the Class of ’47, ring
out each quarter hour. Their
tone is that of England’s The
Ben.

YOlf

Easter Cards

at

only Christian missionary to the
Irish, but he yeas the most successful. He must have had an
Irishman’s understanding to the
mercurial Irish. proving himself
equal to their challenges and
superstitions. I le brought t hern
in contact With the Western
World, greatly influencing Irish
history. and Irish development.
However, the greatest inflti
ence was not of Patrick on the
Irish, but c,f the Irish on thor
saint. They usrk hirn for ti’vur
own, making St. Patrigk’s feast
day Ireihtict; clay

.01111.

casual foot will,

liour ctudent 804 Card Y4 ?tour P16:44

So

About St. Patrick

It has been a long v.rait for spring Us :111’iVC, with the warm
days and starry nights, but it doesn’t take long to cool off.
Waterfights seem to be an integral part of college life during
these humid days. All it takes are mischievious males and flippant
females and plenty of H20. It is advisable that both sexes be clad
in bathing suits or similar attire.
The flirtatious female Ls apt to begin the wet massacre with
a toss of a water balloon. The blase young man reassures her that
he Ls still in the game by throwing a bucket of water on her. And
thus the game begins . . . The climax of the game ticcurs when
both sides struggle to obtain a hose. The game comes to a grand
finale v.iten all members of both teams are thoroughly soaked and
when the well runs dry.
And if you are the indoors type, you can solve your problem
with a shower .
Pill MU
Recently, the ladies of Phi Mll sorority welcomed into their
bowl seven new sisters. The new initiates are Patti Barrett. Diane
Boos, (Ainslie Bridges, Judy Hatch, Ruth Larson, Margaret IVIiilholland, and Cindi Salyer. Dinner was served at the Hofbraii where
Outstanding Pledge Ruth Larson was announced.
New officers for the coming semester are Caroline Schendel,
president; LLsa Levitt. vice president; Jeannette Ahmann, treasurer;
Carmen Kidd, pledge trainer; Joy Dennis, fraternity education.
Receiving her Phi Mu pledge pin yesterday tarns Jo Anne
Parsons.
SIGMA CHI
On March 21, Grand Consul Harry V. Wade of the Sigma Chi
Fraternity will be in San Jose for a kick-off dinner sponsored by
the San Jose Chapter of Sigma Chi. Plans for their new house will
he discussed at that time. Six hundred persons are expected to he
in attendance, including many alumni and active members from
various other chapters in the state. It will be held at the Santa
Clara County Fairgrounds Pavilion.
Last v.reek a picnic was held for the contestants of the Sigma Chi
"Sweetheart" Contest. The brothers arid girls played softball at
William Street Park tat least it’s used for something!) before the
picnic. Coeds in the contest are Pat Abrams, Kappa Kappa Gamma;
Jan Smith, Alpha Chi Omega; Sue Wall. Alpha Phi; Pam Arlett,
Kappa Alpha Theta; Christy Haugh, Alpha Phi: Sandy Merril,
Alpha Omicron Pi; Madi Ehrilich. Chi Omega: Lauri Vann, Delta
Gamma; Marianne Cook, Gamma Phi Beta: Jan Schreyer, Kappa
Kappa Gamma; Linda Falba, Garnma Phi Bela;
Schultz.
Sigma Kappa; Sally Koepff, Hoover Hall; Debbie Miller. Kappa
Alpha Theta: and Dianne Britton, Sigma Kappa.
Seven new members were elected into Sigma Chi’s "Little Sigmas." They were Sharon Berry, Chi Omega; Kathy Brunner, independent; Barbara Delman, Alpha Omicron Pi; Kelly Gilman. Alpha
Omicron Pi; Carol Hayden, Alpha Phi; Pat Melby, independent;
MI/my Salentine, Chi Omega.
New officers were elected also for the spline semester. They
were Dianne Woodard, president: Shern Cable, vice president;
Toni Fink, recording secretary; Paula Morton, corresponding secretary; Lynette Dawson. treasurer: and Tim McCall, Little Sigmas
representative.
DELTA GAMMA
Members of the SJS chapter of Delta Gamma joined Delta
Gammas from across the nation Saturday for their Founder’s Day
luncheon at the Cabana Hotel in Palo Alto.
New initiates presented from the San Jose chapter were Suzanne
Braden. Bonnie Carlstrom, Dee Dee Dwight, Jan Fraer, Judy Head.
Mimsy Han.sen, Angie Healey, Linday Lange, Karen Nardini, Kathy
Norris, Julie Paladin. Pat Quigley, Sally Scudder. Patti Skotar. and
Liz Summenille.
SIGMA PI
For the third annual year, SJS Sigma Pi’s will travel to their
Long Beach State chapter during Easter week. This week is spent
get ting to know the members at
Long Beach, exchanging ideas,
and strengthening the bond beSPECIAL!
tween these two chapters.
Reg. 39.95
Long Beach brothel’s top the
week off with a gala party in
ANY CAR 2 495
an unusual setting. Among the
PAINTED
brothers traveling are Jim GiusMIRACLE AUTO PAINTING
si, Swayne Denman, Howard
85C THE ALAMEDA
Vierra, Ron Names, .Iim Cyr.
CALL 286-1881
Frank Maloney. Bill Moody, Rich
Woodman. Jim Dtscoty, Risss
Downing and Skip Yazel.
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Trackmen Bounce Back,
Clobber California, 97-46

Tuesday, March 17. 1964

DAILY

Winter is haPPY

Coach Bud

take-charge group of track

his

only went 6-2. The take-off point
was hazardous howeser, as a hole
packed with sawdust seemed to
bother all the jumpei S. The viinner,
Gene Johnson, only went 6-6, a
comedown fur the seven-foot performer.
Winter also made mention of the
return to action of Mel Holmes.

who ran two raves,

be
counted on he»). ily for
points in
Ihe

440 against s! oiford two
men.
week,
hence. Mike
Following a heartbreaker to
112.2
sAas another Ph
Stanford in the Fenn’s relays, the
I "Our Ow"
SJS tracksters gave Cal something
IseLt
t,.,tt.ttl. toirrm.
to think about for the rest of the
"especially
season. with a 97-46 trouncing
Sa t urday.
There was much to brag about
tht Berkeley encounter, among
ts inch Winter noted Bob 13rown,
Lester lita 1
Bob Bonds, Wayne Hermen, Gene
lie,t-eer
The sail U’ratteiseo IA’arriors
Gurtile. Jimmy Omagbetni, Lester bless a fourth quarter 15-poInt t ’plc jump
well below his best of 9.4 a+ Hoover High School in Glendale.
Bond and John Garrison. Bonds, lead and lost to the Plillatlelphia is)iiity lie )1
Left to right at +he finish are Omagbemi, Beaty, Hermen, Bob
liermen and Bond were all double 76ers, III -110, last night at the teammate l’FaL
Brinkworth, Lloyd Murad and Bob Archibald.
victors. with Hermen’s 9.5 century Con Palace. The loss for SF pre- tiliice with 46-11
lirosyn had Ins
the real sparkler.
vented them from wrapping up
t,iSiS 1226-11
Hermen got off the 9.5 on a very the Western DK beton title of the
slow track, according to Winter. NBA.
crahhc,1
el,
"A 9.5 on Cal’s track (Edwards
Philly scored the %liming point milk, right
s Stadium) is really something," the
On it technieui insii tree throw
( ;111’1110 \
ar Spartan coach commented. "Her- with one second left in the gi
men is one of the best conditioned
The t e e It nlea I %sat,. called
sprinters around."
against the hosts for illegally
Winter was likewise pleased with calling one over their allotted
S
the showing of Jimmy Omagbemi, time-outs, with the Ono Noc011ti
whose 9.6 was good to nip Cars left to play.
It was stncily no-contest Satur- the triple jump at 43-6’:2. Later Forest Beaty. The Spartans all
day, as the San Jose State fresh- on he brought home another first showed good form, according to
HIGH FASHION
man track and field squad bumped in the high hurdles, edging team- the SJS mentor, in their rocket
for
the Cal Bear frosts aside. 94-51.
mate Jack Strange in 16.1.
starts,
Te0,
1 nen Average
OPEN TONIGHT
The Spartababes, under the dior Lone,waistre
Bob Lovejoy had some trouble
It wtts the traek esents which
rection of Coach Dean Minor,
pimp, and
with his step in tho
the Spartan yearling), dominated
’TIL 9:00
grabbed first place in twelve of however. The 440 relay squad
42 East San Antonio
Roberts
Book Store
seventeen events, and almost made of Clyde Wooten, Bill Johnson,
loth St. across from men’s dorms
Downtown San Jose
it thirteen.
Dave Soper and Ken Shackel-

Warriors Goof

ONE-TWO PUNCHWayre Hermen ruptures the tape at the
finish of the 100-yard dash. Hermen won in 9.5, and close behind was ageless Jimmy Omagbemi in 9.6. Both SJS sprinters
topped Forest Beaty (second from left), who was clocked at 9.7,
RYDBECK WINS

SPECIAL",
Reg. 39.45

ANY CAR
PAINTED L

A

MIRACLE AUTO PAINTING
850 THE ALAMEDA
CALL 286-1881

Douglas Rydbeck, representing
Kappa Pi, shot a four-over-par 76
last year to win the gross division
of the intramural golf tournament.
held at the Santa Teresa Course.
DU’s Art Costas and Jim Silveria
of Sigma Chi tied for the championship of the handicap division
with scores of 71.

Keep Stamping Out

CAPITALISM

Frosh Spikers Romp
Roll Over Bearcub
The Spartan field competitors,

at

having

AMERICAN AUTO SUPPLY

early

entered

Edwards

ford won in 42.6 to establish th»

Field

trend for the meet.

In the morning, had their

was a terror in tin,
winning the 100 in 96 at,:
the 220 in 21.8. Right behied . .
events were ready to begin at W’ooten of the Spartans w iiii ’,
I:80 p.m. Leading the way was and 22.3. Wooten took first in ti,
AIIMIIMEINWM11=11=111, John Tompkins, who dminatt ,
broad jump earlier 120-4).
the shot and discus competition.
Matt Pruitt raced to a 49.4
with winning heaves of 48-91s l
1 quarter mile victory. and Frank
and 139-5.
1Slemp won in twice that distance.
Ace high-jumper Terry Doe was .. , .
.. . .
bothered by the poor conditions
Shackelford got the Spartaof the high jump take-off area, but .
’
still lead all competition in his , babes their last first WIWI‘ of the
event with a winning 6-2 leap.
’ day winning the 330 intermediate
Larry Herald was top man in hurdles (40.11.
---- The Spartan freshmen appearef
.
to be the team to beat in the inr,
relay, but a dropped baton ,,ii il ,
first handoff put them 20 :, ,,’, behind, and srcond best at t. ,
crossing of the tape, 1320 yap!:
later

I

i 0 i 103 E Sante Clara St. 416 E. Campbell Ave.
294-0292
378-4739

Alameda
294-4737
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greatest advance
in paints for
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$7-26

by the time

the

Create
areas,
problems or creams.
tales le
CONTROLLER ORYINR

4
10 6 hours, thin layers In 30 mins.
Paint films can be kept workable
indefinitely with water.
Surfaces
PERMANENT FLEXIBILITY
8ex without cracking. Works in NEw
MASTERS have greater longevity.
tubes
owl
’11.114
iiiiiipareni
water or NEVI
WATER SHIRTIER Use
tea,. belle. for wwwwimfo
MASTERS MEDIUMS for thinning. Clean
one color oitdstlay.
up with soap and water.
ARTISTS’ AND ILLUSTRATORS’ COLORS
NEW MASTERS IS A COMPLETE LINE
INTRODUCTORY KITS
GESSO
SLOSS AND MATTE P’ Wen

We also have a complete line of

PERMANENT PIGMENTS LIQUITEX

sprints,

traek

Arroyo Hig
Tops Frosh

h

The freshman baseball srurir1
to Arroyo High School
in an extra inning barrage. T.
score st.sod at 2-2 in the compl. tion of regulation seven
when the visitors collected t
.s an error and a double t,,
i t:se game out of reach. Th,
The fraternity league turns into
three run attack left the final score i
, the home stietch this week as it
at 5-2.
The Spartababes accounted forIcompletes the final giumss of the
rdns in the first and sec 41-1. eason. Four teams are tied for
- The victors blossomed late third place vvith two losses eaeh.
,r,,ring in the sixth. seventh and Phi Sigma Kappa is riding on
the
eighth.
Loren DeShon tallied the only crest of an undefeated season in
extra base hit for the home ninel its bid for the fraternity championwith a triple. Gordon Shimizu took I ship.
the loss.
Tonight’s games include Phi SigThe yearlings face Del Mar High I ma Kappa against Theta Chi and
on the varsity diainond ATO against Pi Kapp Alph. All
Tharsday at 3:30.
,0F these squads
\i
:it I II,

reek Teams
Seek Crown

title.

frith
Henk
issrr
In
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NEW MASTERS ACRYLIC VINYL COPOLY.
MER COLORS offer you greater free.
dom of expression
extend your
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tertured
RION VISCOSITY
paint In any
end heavy unpasto
thickness or sequence without drying
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Swimmers
Swing Back
Into Action

ftilS

has vron
over

memory
( al,

only

Chico

of

IIIMIela

Oregon

anti

once

_Cat

this

The

State
to

Stanford,

Oregon

State

still burns the eyes of the Spartans,
be

and

the
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State
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could
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sent

up %Iran.

O’Neill admits that his team is
in better shape than they were
for the first five meets. According
to the Spartan coach, the distance
men are the last to show their
best form in the course of a season. It just takes time, he explamed, while the shorter distances
. are not so reliant on time for
kvorking out thr kinks.
O’Neill had no practice time
trials to ofler.
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and see us before you leave on your vacation. You
bunnies but you wi.1 find the best Italian

find any Easter
in San Jose.
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Be sure to take advantage of this bargain offer when you
phone to have those Easter Vacation pictures developed.
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it" "’lathed adding that
t)11).iiii.: trials
in practice %%wild re .1, Jr,.
(.0111,1 be better spun, with 1110:111,V

16 points. Alia, Phi Alpha Cleft:it’
I Ise
38-234. Cha rl ie
’

347 So. Ist Street

as

In regular play Thursday night. work.
Phi Sigs defeated Delta L’psilon.
Tilt. Freshman swimmer: will
,59-50. John Badger led the scoring with 23 points. Jerry Sha,, N., action tomorrow against
oak land City. College at 3::in
contributed 15 to the losing came
p.m. in Spartan Pool. The frosii
In the independent lieuitie
uon their third ’sleet id the year
offs, the Red Hon*, IKaineed
sat Imlay, suamping ( ’Hoiden
69ers, 44-36. Al litirdnI.,
15 points. The Rojos
!he
- High Srl"" 63-2M’
ful-Awfuls, 37-36 behind the showJack Likens doubled with vicing, of Randy liliss who tallied
mries in
tho rio-vard freestyle
points.
.ind I lie 100-y:it,’ freestyle
The Rams ell ninated 1.11-1 InTh, :-.;1.11;that,, Lonny!
Panay }lain smik

1-)Lzuritt

trying

,

completes, 4")-i’l

CY 3.7616

Best Wishes For A Wonderful Easter
From

Swimming gets back into the
4potlight this WENsiS, as Coach Tom
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in both the frosh and varsity level
’The varsity will be back under,
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Trackmen Bounce Back,
Clobber California, 97-46

Tuesday, March 17. 1964

4--SPARTAN DAILY

Coach Bud Winter is happy with only went 6-2. The take-off point who ran two races, and will t,e
his take-charge group of track was hazardous however, as a hole counted on hen% ily for points in
the
packed t.vith sawdust seemed to 440 against St itilord
men.
weeks
Following a heartbreaker to bother all the jutnpers. The %inner, hence. :3,11k,
1 122
Stanford in the Fenn’s relay’s, the Gene Johnson, only went 6-6, a v, as anothei
"01.11’
1,I
SJS tracksters gave Cal something comedown for the seven -toot perbetter all 111,
to think about for the rest of the former.
season, with a 97-46 trouncing
Winter also made mention of the "especially.
Le Fall r.in
Saturday.
return to action or mei ii,dines,
ish thin’
There was much to brag about
bald 117.5i and
in the Berkeley encounter, among
18.2i.
which Winter noted Bob Brown,
Lester I3ond
Bob 13oncts, Wayne Mermen, Gene
. 6,- El, r
The San Frani isco %1’arriors
Gurule, Jimmy Omagbemi, Lester 10,A% it fourth quarter 15 -point triple jurt1P
well below his best of 9.4 at Hoover High School in Glendale.
Bond and John Garrison. Bonds, leaid and lost to the Philadelphia helot:v. Ile /1,1
Left to right at the finish are Omagbemi, Beaty, Hermen, Bob
crar. 1. i
Hermen and Bond were all double itier., II 1-110, 1,04 night lit the
Brinkworth, Lloyd Murad and Bob Archibald.
victors, with Hermen’s 9.3 century COSA 1111rire. The lows for SI, pre- idact. \viol .iti-1 I
Blown had his
the real sparkler.
vented them from wrapping up
Hermen got off the 9.5 on a very the Western 1)hision title of the
tui,
hi ’,Ile
slow track, according to Winter. N14%.
gruhlwil
I,
-A 9.5 on Cal’s track (Edwards
scored the v inning point
Stadium I is really something." the on a technical foul free throw
(;iirole
Spartan coach commented. "Her- n it h one second left in the gt
.
!nen is one of the best conditioned
The t e e n le II I WIIS C111114[1
sprinters around."
against the hosts for illegally
Winter was likmise pleased with calling one over their :allotted
the showing of Jimmy Omagbemi. Bine-outs. With the om, second
whose 9.6 was good to nip Cal’s left to pla.
Later Forest Beaty. The Spartans all
It was strictly. no-contest Satur- the triple jump at
day. as the San Jose State fresh- on he brought home another first showed good form, according t.,
HIGH FASHION
man track and field squad bumped in the high hurdles, edging team- the SJS mentor, in their rocket
Designee tor
the Cal Bear frost aside, 94-51.
mate Jack Strange in 16.1.
starts.
rano Than AVerkli
OPEN
TONIGHT
or
The Spartababes, under the diLontrWaisten
trouble
some
had
Lovejoy
Bob
which
ments
It wa.s the traek
rection of Coach Dean Miller. the Spartan yearlings dominated with hi.: step in thc high jump, and
’TIL 9:00
grabbed first place in twelve of honeser. The 440 rela:k squad
42 East San Antonio
Roberts Book Store
seventeen events, and almost made or Clyde Wooten. Bill Johnson,
St. across horn rnen’s dorms
Downtown San Jose
it thirteen.
Dave Soper and Ken Mba..kelCY 3.7616
The Spartan field competitors,
ford won in 42.6 to establIsh tho
having entered Edwards Field
trend for the meet.
early in the morning. had their
Johnson was a terror in ill,
Best Wishes For A Wonderful Easter
cousin speed merchants in front
sprints, winning the 100 in 9.g and
37-26 by the time the track the
Right
behind
u i220 in 21.8.
From
events were ready to begin at lArooten
of t he Spartans wit h !. .
1:30 p.m. Leading the way was
and 22.3. Wooten took first in t..
John Tompkins, who dominated
Ca/
cifitigi9.3 Pizzeriti
broad jump earlier 120-41.
the shot and discus competition.
Matt Pruitt raced to a 49:11 Swimming gets back into the
347
So. 1st Street
with winning heaves of 48-912
quartet. mile victory and Frank potlight this wees, as Coach Tom
and 199-5.
Slemp mon in mice that distance
O’Neill’s mermen get competition
Ace high -jumper Terry Doe WaS
Stop in and see us before you leave on your vacation. You
with a fine 1.55.1.
bothered by the poor conditions
won’t find any Easter bunnies but you will find the best Italian
m both the frosh anti varsity level.
Shaekelford
got
the
Sparta
of the high jump take-off area, but
food in San Jose.
The varsity will be back under
still lead all competition in his babes their last first place of the
:.re
in
meet
cornpetition
for
the
day vvinning the 330 intermediate
event with a winning 6-2 leap.
..rst time since Feb. 29 this FriLarry Herald was top man in hurdles (40.1).
The Spartan freshmen appear(
lay afternoon. when they enterto be the team to beat in the in.’, ain Fresno State. The Bulldogs
relay, but a dropped baton on ti
’Ail! be up against an SJS team
first handoff put them 20 yalY- v-bich will be hungry for someand second best at 1.
Itel-.11.!
hine besides defeat.
of the tape, 1320
BLACK
11044 has won only once this
year, over Chico State The
AND
memory of losses to Stanford,
The freshman baseball sq :
Oregon and Oregon State
fell to Arroyo High School Fririn.
WHITE
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? re snail at 2-2 in the COTT*. tans. and Fresno State could
tion of regulation seven
be the recipients of S.IS’ vent
when the visitors collected e..
up %%reit.
wars an error and a double tO’Neill admits that his team is
?
t:le game out of reach. ’P..,
The fraternity league turns into in better shape than they were
three run attack left the final scorc
the home stretch this week as it for the first five meets. According
at 5-2.
With every roll of 120, 127 or 620 roll of B/W or Koda.
to the Spartan coach, the distance
The Spartababes accounted for completes the final games of the
color film left for processing at ARMSTRONGS, we will
men are the last to show their
’heit runs in the first and sec-md eason. Four teams are tied for
hest form in the courSe of a seagive a FREE roll of B/W film.
r,"res. The victors blossomed late. third place with two losses each. son.
It just takes time, he ex scoring in the sixth. seventh anti
Be sure to take advantage of this bargain offer when you
Phi Sigma Kappa is riding on the plained, while t.he shorter distances
phone to have those Easter Vacation pictures developed.
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not
so
reliant
on time for
Loren DeShon tallied the only crest of an undefeated season in
working out the kinks.
extra base hit for the home nine its bid for the fraternity champion O’Neill had no practice time
...,h]ethiosastriple. Gordon Shimizu took ship.
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taking trials in practice ninth! re Thursday at 3:30.
thtsc squads hat.e a shot al th, quire a great
deal ol time. vitich
tole.
could be bet ter split v, it ti tic.ta tat,
Phone 292-5502
518 So. 10th St. At William
In regular play Thursday nieht. work.
With
Phi Sigs defeated Delta Upsilon.
Ilenk l’isser
..0_50. John Badger ied the seer
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Warriors Goof

ONE-TWO PUNCHWay-e Hermen ruptures the +ape at the
finish of the 100.yard dash. Hermen won in 9.5, and close behind was ageless Jimmy Omaqbemi in 9.6. Both SJS sprinters
topped Forest Beaty (second from left), who was clocked at 9.7,
RYDBECK WINS
Douglas Rydbeck, representing
Kappa Pi, shot a four-over-par 76
last year to win the gross ciiision
of the Intramural golf tournament,
held at the Santa Teresa Course.
Di!’s Art Costas and Jim Silveria
of Sigma Chi tied for the championship of the handicap division
with scores of 71.
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In a concerted effort to conserve fraternity
finances the Brothers of Sigma Pi wan+ to take
this opportuni+y to wish you:
Happy Birthday, Happy Easter, Happy Valentines Day,
Happy Saint Patrick’s Day, Hppy Halloween, Merry
Christmas, Happy "V.E." Day, Happy "V.J." Day, Happy
Founders Day, Happy Mother’s Day and Father’s Day,
Happy New Years, Happy Hour.
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Trackmen Bounce Back,
Clobber California, 97-46

Tuesday, March 17. 1964
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to think about for the rest of the former.
Winter also made mention of _the
season, with a 97-46 trouncing
return to action
Saturday.
There was much to brag about
in the Berkeley encounter, among
which Winter noted Bob Brown.
Bob Bonds, Wayne Hermen, Gene
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’TIL 9:00
grabbed first place in twelve of howeker. The 4111 relay squad
’ I Roberts Book Store
seventeen events, and almost made of Clyde Wooten, Bill Johnson,
I10th St. across from men’s dorms
it thirteen.
Dave Soper and Ken Shackel-

who ran two rii., .
counted on in,
440

against

hence. Alike
ubeaLtsteealF.maad:ihs,

1,,

is

,
rxne mu.

’1,:ealRei
et 44711.51Y,

’fFi’adirlisia:

Warriors Goof .’148.2).

ONE-TWO PUNCH-Wayre Hermen ruptures the +ape a+ +he
finish of the 100 -yard dash. Hermen won in 9.5, and close behind was ageless Jimmy Omagbemi in 9.6. Both SJS sprinters
topped Forest Beaty (second from left), who was clocked at 9.7,
RYDBECK WINS

SPECIAL"

Douglas Rydbeck, representing
Kappa Pi, shot a four-over-par 7e
last year to win the gross division
of the intramural golf tournament,
held at the Santa Teresa Course.
DV’s Art Costas and Jim Silveria
of Sigma Chi tied for the championship of the handicap division
with scores of 71.
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PAINTED L
MIRACLE AUTO PAINTING
850 THE ALAMEDA
CALL 286-11381

Keep Stamping Out

CAPITALISM

The Spartan field competitors,

Sh.sp at

having

AMERICAN AUTO SUPPLY
1250

10i-103 E Sante Clara St.
294-0292

The Ara-eda
294-4737

416 E. Campbell
378-4739
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PURITAN OIL CO.
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NOW... the
advance
greatest
.
in paints for
the Artist
since oils!

MASTERS ACRYLIC VINYL COOLY.
mER COLORS offer you greater free.
Pcm of expression - extend your
painting vocabulary.
I NIGH VISCOSITY - Create textured
and heavy impasto arose, paint In anY
tr,ritness or sequence without drying
problems or cracking.
CONTROLLER ORYIng - Dries In 4
to 6 hours. thin layers In 30 mins.
Paint film can be kept workable
indefinitely with water.
PERMANENT FLEXIBILITY -- Surfaces
her without cracking. Works in NEW
MASTERS have greater longevity.
Trnnspartn1 plentid tubes
WATER THINNED - Use water or NEIV
cenronimte
******* WO.
MASTERS MEDIUMS for thinning. Clean
and Wet
up with soap and water.
ARTISTS’ ONO ILLUSTRATORS’ COLORS
NEW MASTERS if A COUPLET! LINE
INTRODUCTORY KITS
GLOSS AND MATTI P ’VAS 4ESSOS
NEW

We also have

a

Edwards

Field

ford %ton in 42.6 to establish the
trend for the meet.

Swimmers
swing

nto Action

In regular play Thinsday night,
Sias defeated Delta Upsilon.
-0-50. John Badger led the scnr-

With

Mile vigil’
;iiriile

Tall Shops
HIGH FASHION
Dasmned ler
Toile ulan Amyl
or LonoWahled

42 East San Antonio
Downtown San Jose

Best Wishes For A Wonderful Easter
From
.Sa

figi

Pizzeria

347 So. 1st Street
Stop in and see us before you leave on your vacation. You
won’t find any Easter bunnies but you wiil find the best Italian
food in San Jose.

mold be better

spent with

distance

FREE

BLACK

FREE

AND
WHITE

FREE

FILM
FILM

FILM

120 - 127 - 620 FILM
With every roll of 120, 127 or 620 roll of B/W or Koda
color film left for processing at ARMSTRONGS, we will
give a FREE roll of B/W film.
Be sure to take advantage of this bargain offer when you
phone fo have those Easter Vacation pictures developed.

518 So. 10th St. At William

Phone 292-5502

Phi

Iienk
to

EUROPE
1964
bei Days Through Ft
llllll tries
SWITZERLAND
HOLLAND
PORTUGAL
. FRANCE
ENGLAND
. ITALY
SELGIUM
SAN MARINO
MONACO
. HUNGARY
YUGOSLAVIA
DENMARK
GERMANY
AUSTRIA
. N Y WORLD S
SPAIN
FAIR

Call Campus Representative
Cliff Heisterberg 294-6019
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3:31)
p.m. in Spartan Pool. The frost’

-wan their third Meet
sat fordo , .cs looping

of the year
Camden

High s’hffi’l 63-28.

fal-Awfuls, 37-36 behind the sho,,iJack Likens doubled with vicing of Randy Bliss who tallied 13
points.
The Rams eliminated 1.1F In- 11:04.11i. The Spartaliabcs gained
r.,mpIetes, 42-24. Randy flain sank the edge in 10 of
events viith
16 points. Alpha Phi Alpha defeat- the prep team getting a sweep in
ed

the
e

Retreads,
;Il

38-2S.
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..ing. The S.TS freshmen air! not
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diving competition

Drive-in and Dining Room Service

TWO S
TACOS

PERMANENT PIGMENTS LIQUITEX

GRUMBACHER HYPLAR

Looking for a
delicious new treat?
Have a Tostada . . . only 28c

- See our display -

"Right on Campus"
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seek rown

complete line of
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CY 1.25’6

Johnson was a terror in the
BaCk
sprints, winning the 100 in 9.8 and
32-26 by the time the track
the 220 in 21.8. Right behind was
begin
at
events were ready to
Wooten of the Spartans with 9.9 I 1
and 22.3. Wooten took first in the
iSh
P.m’
Leading
the
a"
a."
John Tompkins, who dominated
broad jump earlier (20-41.
the shot and discus competition.
Matt Pruitt raced to a 49.4
Swimming gets back into the
with winning heaves of 48-912
quarter mile victory and Frank
Totlight this wees, as Coach Tom
and 139-5.
Slemp won in twice that distance.
O’Neill’s mermen get competition
Ace high-jumper Terry Doe was
with a fine 1:55.1.
bothered by the poor conditions
in both the frosh and varsity level.
Shackelford got the Spartaof the high jump take-off area, but
The varsity will be back under
babes their last first place of the
still lead all competition in his
day %sinning the 330 intermediate fire in meet competition for the
event with a winning 6-2 leap.
i’irst time since Feb. 29 this FriLarry Herald was top man in hurdles (40.1t.
--The Spartan freshmen appeared lay afternoon, when they enter.
the team to beat in the mile ain Fresno State. The Bulldogs
relay, but a dropped baton on the
be tip against an SJS team
fa-st handoff put them 20 yards which will be hungry for some behind. and second best at the ’thing besides defeat.
crossing of the tape, 1320 yards
Itt/S has won only owe this
later:
year, over Chico SMte The
mentory of losses to Stanford,
The freshman baseball squad
fell to Arroyo High School Frids.
Cal, Oregon and Oregon State
in an extra inning barrage. 7
still burns the eyes of the Sparscore st .lod at 2-2 in the comp’, tans. and Fresno State could
be the retipients of StlIS’ vent
tion of regulation seven innim.a,
up %%rani.
when the visitors collected ta,
wal’s an error and a double to
O’Neill admits that his team is
t: -.e game out of reach. TieThe fraternity league turns into in better shape than they were
three run attack left the final score
for the first five meets. According
at 5-2.
to the Spartan coach the distance
’
The Spartababes accounted for completes the final games of the
zent tanre tihnethlaest to show their
heir runs in tbe first and -ec aid eason. Four teams are tied for
innings. The victors blossomed late. third place with two losses each. I
, It just takect7triseme1. h;e1 sce.;c1’iy scoring in the sbcth, seventh and
Phi Sigma Kappa is riding on the plained, while the shorter distances
eighth.
are not so reliant on time for
Loren DeShon tallied the only crest of an undefeated season in
working out the kinks.
extra base bit for the home nine its bid for the fraternity championO’Neill had no practice time
with a triple. Gordon Shimizu took ship.
, trials to offer. "We’re just trying
the loss.
Tonight’s games include Phi Sig- to get in
as much swimming as
The yearlings face Del Mar High ma Kappa against. Theta Chi and
We can " he explained *Odin
Itrit
School on the varsity diamond ATO against Pi Kappa Alpha All
taking trials in practice would reThursday at 3:30.
squads hake a shot at the
.1 ’Is
:
S.:11‘;11 fieF11 Of SIMI’, SA hitt

Arroyo HT
Tops Frosh

place a
16-11
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.
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Frosh Spikers Romp;
Roll Over Bearcubs
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front
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Termpaper Time
Rent a typewriter
for as little
as 20c a day, to
take care of the spring
rush of term papers,
reports and tests.
Typing is the accurate
and fast way to do
your work - and you
will have more time
to go to the beach.

(
Modern Office Machines Co.
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Phone Orders CY 7-8421

4th and St. James
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We hope you
find 4,397 Easter eggs

join the Brothers of Sigma Chi
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in wishing you all a fine Easter iz
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Wright
nudged I rithjor Prod’, 6-1,641.
7 .i in sineli mope*
Then
the too e
t
a 7 5, 2 6,
liter
7-5
p
and Dirt e

The only other %sinner for thi
-tipartatis was Ilich Drake,
ri 1,1141 all e:isy ii -1, 6-0 Will (API

man Rich A.ndert
t a It:eve-setter to Jim Ostkaate
in his match. 1-6, 6-3, 5-7. 1:
Nliirat had a rough day, losing ti-_’
Mike Martinez. In the other
Jur,
niateh,
Yipped Lin I% I o ,p,:

Appr.tisie..:

Stgak
house

Reg. 39.95
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85C THE ALAMEDA
CALL 286-1881

the right place for man-size.
courtry-style breakfast of

INDIA

Steck & Eggs
$149

(Co-ops)
Darli bro.n,

542 S. Second St.

6.95
LADIES 4.10
MEN 7.12
Add $1.00 for
Tail orders.
Si n c...cut

handcrafted
Water Buffalo.
With strap to
hold betisir.
Of you don’. lite

-

ON THE BEAMPint-sized Jim Beam gets the most out of the
bend on his pole, as he catapults to a third place vault at
Berkeley. Beam was halted at 13-6 but the Spartans swept the
pole vault, as Cal failed to top either Beam, Ken Bowen or Bruce
Trumbull.

Varsity Nine Battles
Santa Clara Tonight
.9.1S gliwemen face
their rotighe--. ehallenge to date
tonight. when thi. tangle with the
1.1’11%er-.1
Sant;,
;’t 7 111
Municipal Stadion’
11 "III
Ihe 1.1-1
"I
the
the
-book. The Biota,. .;.1;;;ed Sim
1’1
’" 1""
Sobezak’s

.santa Clara present14 slam!,
12 2 on the eatin, and leads the
tough CHIA, with a I-11 reeord.
league
The ilrioneos* tt in in
ition ha% e come at the
epriim. III St an f"rd Mill Calit he
fornia. ,tIS lost to each
i tvo,,. Th.. Spitrlan
ii ion the year, after splitting
it% cr 1111. %%Pei:411111 %kith Savramerit.. ‘slate.
f11.

j"h" Nihi" ’alined a f"""h

!

Tioo

11.,

’831"’
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2.1(7( Off To SJS Croups

points. fle averaged s1.5 points in
the si events taken into consideration in grading individual per10117101.A. Ilk hest event was the
side horse.
Chew finished fourth in meet
competition in this event. scoring
67.5 points. The field in thP side
horse was led hy 14on 1)evendorf
of Long fleach. who scored 91.h.

in it,
Coaeh 11iiteh
"1:tr ryhody’s playine

ANY C
AR 2 495
PAINTED

51.19

Rich Chew was among Me top
performers.
individual
I h, all-around. with 48.96
t

his team’s play

arcilleS

stoal; dinners

peeled," said Spartan C ii a i
Clair Jennett of hi, squad.
"nothing better, nothing worse."

In &Milli,. Osborne anti
artl !IVY
11:Milled
Alhlenillh
Miiriii.
6-1. while Itenniiin
and Itlee downed Drake and
Draper. 111-9,

SPECIAL!

YORK or TOP SIRLOIN

It,
inn ,i
fifth in the Durant,, Lai,.
in the ohne competition. lie was nosed
of
Poly,
Cal
Next stop tor ’Le vt,r,..iiiit,(11.-tt
O’llannon
chatm out
111.5 points. may he the ’Western Intervull..y,,,,
pionship meet held Saturday in who we:
nivel at Ttiv.01 this
(lute!: Allen placed litth
their own hack yard.
Jenne.. .a.; 1th teo.plitHank Steel -milli iuti a tie for
Slate finished fourth
San
the horizontal hars seeen-eVellt !1Ls
eighth plat i;
tor the second year in a row.
;7}4.1-o, ssitile C’hew placed tenth 1%.,s on ny
0.fiit
I, r
Oil Stale lit
011 %stilt top honors
State College usNmnastics

Ilennion in the No. 3 singles

rtirly well: ;is well as I’d expected
Rich .\ nderson has lost ;t lot 01
tht:ee .t
Krikorian added
that the toughcst matches for the
Fpirtans come early in the season.
-Citigat did real well for the
-He’s
tirst time." Krikorian
in shape as tar as condition. hut it
jti,:t ’,Ike time for him to get
the hall."
the feel
Th,
ft S:in Jose with a 3-2
Toclay the team
trisel, to Berkeley for a 3 p.m.
:ontest with Cal.

also try our tender NEW

Gymnasts Place Fourth
"’" In State Crown Quest

:nateh.
S.’S’ No. 1

t’’(‘ fit i
l 1111:1:-

RPARTS’e

Devendort wa, the only nian
to finish first iii two events. Ile
also won top parallel bar honors
nith a ninning score of 149.11.
This wa the only men( in %%hien
the winning spore wii under 911
point,.
otrprise in till.’ (111.11
The
WilS lila! San Fernando
State didn’t %%in. Victors over Limy
l3each the week before, the Mittadors found themselves well behind
when the final score was tallied

Long 13each scored 136 points h.
124 for SFVS and in5 for third
place Cal State at Los Angeles
S.1S was fourth with 52’, while
Cal Poly .32.,1, San Francis; v
State .3(1; and SillTi111114iIii
,2.11, rounded out the
Miluilovieh, first
who:x.1s.
Ito...gam second hrise:
t’hico state and san Diego
Butch Enhoit. third base; and [ton State did not send entries to the
Linden:min.
1.ofig Beach inert this sear.
Itorkon nve’e
1461 Illoorigood, .%ri.ttett Smith.
most impressive pei
and either Mile, Yamamoto or
the day for the Sp.c.
Date Ntettler should start in the
mattimd.
91.6 point: le.
left field; Howie Martin, center
field; and Bill Connolly, right
field.
cateher, Solievak is
-4ari either Robin Tomlin or Itan
Van ISopaert. The Sp.:I:tan infield

loto Imp’
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J. B. TROPHIES
THE CRITTENDEN CO.

2’17 ’WO

56 North Bascom

EATING AT
UNCLE JOHN’S
PANCAKE HOUSE/

During
Easter

’.!,1.,,n,1:11. }lc

ESCAPE SHOES

ONLY TWO BLOCKS
EROM CAMPUS

-Speed Reading-

206 Wes. IA St
Y0,2 II NY

ComNi.
I) i I
%till

11,11,,iri, a .....pholuore,
the plate for the
!starting in lite infield
%sill lie (
first
hasp: tom %Lilt ini, art all-leagne
selection last )ear, second tome:
Tim
linen. s.anta Clara’, all$itieriian candidate, third hum’:
and ophomore
..Itortstop.
mz
,11.
.1
:1!

(T5
VaildittdrE
ST0RE FOR MEN
Sn Jose
) Orisntonrn,
5,. i4,25

for Easter

Special Rates
Stop In This Weekend ... Our Food’s Great
World Famous Pancakes
1/4 -Lb. Hamburger
Ham & Eggs
Premium Ground Steak

Call 248-7674

Rewitth. thic
375 Town & Country Village

pLus
;ZVI-

young
man
vvlio
skipos
his

GREEN
STAMPS

SAN JOSE
SPARTAtJ

PANCAKE 11(1[SE
UNCLE
291 -711)
i.is s. First JOHN’S

Problem No. I: Students like sweatshirts with ragged, short
sleeves, and sweatshirts don’t come that way.
Solution No. I: Students may tear, bite, or rip off tlir
sleeves, or better yet, cut them off with scissors.

Problem No. 2: Many students are not lucky enough to hav(

tiC3

a pair of scissors.

wears

Solution No. 2: Roberts will gladly lend students a pair of

CPiCKETEER
,
all LS

scissors with the purchase of a sweatshirt.
I

The young rnan on the way up relies exclusively on Cricketeer,
the authzirify on such matters, to give him the suits that meet
his fu I speed ahead schedule. He demands the tailoring trim
and natu.:1 . . . ihe patterns traditional. For Easter he endorses CI ick.eteeris classic new colortones
.
See our coliection, from $59.50
Se

Open ’til 9 p.m.
Mon. thru Thurs.
9 to 5 Saturday

Our COroclion Of doilierlfiG stripe ties. 92.50
Wa,d,6,be Baillarericard. on First National Charge Plem
pun

Monday and Thursday evenings

until 9

p.m.

.41

_
5- WIRE FOR

n

iikl4TA CLARA a. SECOND

330 So. 10th St.

across from men’s dorms

NOW

STORE.
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Smothers
Invade Civic
Friday Eve

Tlje.rlity. March 17 T.’ ’tit

Wagner Group
Here Thursday

L1S Smothers
i I ii
San Jose
’made
will
Brothers
p.m. Fri.
Civic Auditorium 8:30
The

The Roger Wagner choialt
reputed to be one ot
finest singing groups. will Otirforrn Thursday. March 19. V’. V fling 111 Ii11. San Jose Cele Auditorium at 8.30.
s,
Presented
/ turd< At t rail Bin. Ine t le
voice group is directed Ic
Freneh-Gorn
founder,
\S’agner.
The f’horale will present a
vallety i,1 ,targs including bilk
cantatas. sea chanties and
madrigals, ;1-, vki11
religit.us

daY.
two
The subtle humor of the
brought them
has
comacloer
Hng way ’ince their beginning
Smothers Brothers
at SJS. The
began N tr.:111g while students

Ips

297.9110

OV06.0iV
rN7-5".4
OUSE/

0 ;!..,

here.
Their initial tvvo-week booking at The Purple Onion, a last
minute substitute affair. wound
star
up as a 36 -week stand and
billing. Evora there the Smothers
Brothers, Tom and Dick, gained
national dudience with a series
ape:11,111CeS 011 Jack Parr’s
"Tonight Show" and the Steve
Allen Show
The Smothers Brothers’ latest
contribution to the entertainment world is their album
"Think F:thnic."
’Tom, guitarist and most talka"Re member of the two, is 25piiirs-old. Dick. 26, plays bass.
and acts as straight man for the
duo.
The gay. neatly attired comics
will appear here Friday. following their Thursday performance
at San Francisco State College.
Tickets for the performance
may be obtained at the San Jose
BOX Office, 10 W. San Carlos
Si

1011 1.111,11.1’
11.t111:112,111’.4
tta
\Vphrt.
presenting the
Chi.’ ale in San .1. .

Poetic Readings
Program Set
I :ettt1111,.: f out the vturk.
Dylan Thornas, flollert FrOst
T S Elltli Will be heard Thinsday- at 3.:10 p rn. in the College
Theatre as Di.. Charlotte Ler..
-.pooch at North.
-.,; comes t1I

m hit"- railed
rd malt 111 the
tid.;
1

111I

11111’,1

,

’

HAMMING IT UPTom and Dick Smothers display their "nutty"
antics to the youngest of admirers. The comic duo will appear at
the San Jose Civic Auditorium 8:30 Friday evening. The Smoth-

’Lucky’ Dog
(Continued from Page 31
tire twels.t.i hours in the water,
Nordgren said.
For publicity purposes the sisters of Kappa Kappa Gamma
made hei a coat of red and gold,
the enl,,N of the beer company.
A lift-off fraternity crest (sort
of like a lift -top can. laughed
Nordgrent changes the coat for
advertising purposes when the
company borrows her back.
Lucky’s vices are a definite
affinity for human hands, wandering. and riding in sports cars.
She climbs on the seat, raises
her head above the windshield
and lets her ears flap in the
breeze.
Sig Ep’s f uture plans for
Lucky include exhibiting her in
dog shows. The brothers are currently grooming her for the
Golden Gate Dog Show.
A weekly pledge MAIN. is to
shampoo Lucky. Asked if the
pooch relished this idea. a Sig
Ep brother replied, "Well, you
know how girls are. They unlike baths!"
Miss Lucky is a TV personality
in her own right. She appears
in national TV ads for her sponsoring beer company_
"In a typical seem.% she romps
onto center stage. barks. and
Int) k
feminine." said Jack
Perkin,

High School Band
Performs Today
High School
The De Ai.,
Orchestra Trott. Itichmond. Calif.,
will play a performance today in
Concert Hall id 1:30.
The 100-piece ensemble, conducted by Keith Bea, will preieiti of the !Jaclyn
sent its
and the Bizet
Landon s.
:
he MUSIC DeCarmen .
.1,.,,ts.
partment aria
-

HANK’S
Barcer Shop

ers Brothers began their singing career at SJS and have madc
rapid gains since.

Look in His Eyes and
You’ll See; He Thinks
ID DELOS SMITH
I PI Science Editor
By his
i.an tell
whether a man’s mind is woolgathering or concentrating on
the problem before him. If he’s
using his brain his pupils will
enlarge.
This tip on how to read the
human being with a close look
if not at a glance comes from
laboratory experiments of two
psychologists seeking to prove
that the eyes min be an index of
mental :lel kat y.
Th17’11’ Sall/11.1as Well’ four men
and a women.
ot "better than
intellr4ence- as demonstrated IA their college degrees.
ThPN- were asked td snlve. in
their heads. problems in arithmetic.
While they did so their heads
were held firmLy- ill. a w.ellcushioned timer. This was sii a
mirror would steadily reflect
their I‘ ttt. 11110 Ile ItalS of a 1110tion failure camera,
The iframes- 111 the film were
marked according to the stages
of thi problem -solving. Stage
one was the command. "multiply
7 by S " The next stage showed
eY1 .S

YOU

Choral Group
The Spartan Programs Committee is bringing the Gregg
Smith Singers, a choral ensemble from Southern California on
Sunday., April 5 The program
will be presented in Concert
Hall at 8:15 pm.

the eyes as t.he brain groped
with that. The final stage WaS
when the subject gave the answer.
Then came the next command
and each succeeding command
WiLS progressively harder to
obey. Anyone can multiply 7 by
8 out even doctor of philosophy’
has to work his brain to multiply
16 by 23 without recourse to
paper and pencil.
The film sv it h the marked
frames later was projected tin a
screen vellere thi diameters of
the pupils could be precisely.
measured. This showed that as
the problem was considered the
pipits enlarged and readmit
their largest diameter just before the answer was found.
Anil its the problems increased
in difficulty so did the range ot
pupil enlarging. or, to put it another way. the !metier the brain
tt orked the more than pupils
enlarged.
Drs. Eckhard Ff. Iles, and
James M. putt of the I imersitv
e,pin of Chicago reported
intermit results to Ike A:eel ii.
Association lor the Advancement
of Science

10
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MIRACLE AUTO PAINIING
850 THE ALAMEDA
CALL 286-1881
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SPARTAN SHIELD
Spartan Shield was presented
to SJS by her namesake city in
1957 for the centennial celebration.
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POLITICAL ARTS

Young Piano Team
At San Francisco
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DELUXE
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Accredited by the Western Association of Schools and Colleges
as a Liberal Arts Institution.
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SAM to Hear Bank Executive Slodden

N 11%111
, Min ell I ;

Job Interviews SJS first of State Colleges Accepted
Into Engineermg Honorary Tau Beta Pi

Ainslie A. Slushier), president of -What’s Ahead in Business,- reJob Interviews will be held at the
Placement Office. Room Jig, :.-Insirt
!he Community Bank of San Jose, ceived his BA. in 1936 at Wesley I hII.1 l’tli
11,71 - 110111/U.11y
isnsi,...n Building. Sign :_-, will start
UniseiNity,
.in
ssliere
he Wit!: grail
ss ill he the dinner guest and speak
aak prioi to th comhlhialdhf h 11’11,
IA Ill
/111
mood Phi Beta Kappa. Ile del on tusdy,
-.in-doled meeting of the
pany visit.
IA, it.... ,I
!1
informal
gradliale work al Northwestern
.,1
Inc Afhatieettient of l’ithersity and Slimier Grathilite ’,11.0,71101(1tOW:
i
.511.
the
at
o!
school of listikine
of
eo.: accounting roar t
Nof Beall. 41 S. Fir.1
Since joining the First
rising. mechanical and indtKINTI
It. ,
Cos Bank of Neu. York Co /II inedieering:
for office manager,
;it lend ecii 11 ii,
Slintslen has served
III
ment, s.ales and genetal engineerwill spe,sk iin
t.ti ti,
it
inseonnent and iniminislralist
ing.
pacifies in the banking world. Ile
dgerto n, Dermeshausen A
tett his last appointment as exectitier. Inc.: eleetronie engineering,
s.ice president of the Manufaceitizenship required.
t mess and Traders Trust Company
Factory Muhusi Engineering Diin Buffalo, N.Y., to accept the
presidency in 1962 of San Jose’s . vision: electric, chemical, civil,
, Mechanical and general engineernewest bank, he Community Bank.
ing; for field engineer; citizenship
lie is the second guest speaker required; Mille only.
spring semester for SAM which
IBM-Data Pmeessing
ineets every of her Wednesday M.S. in business, math or related
St.
Willow
760
mASTER MECHANICS
, %ening at 7:30 at the Garden , field; for marketing.
San Jose 25, Calif.
Trained in Germany
City. ilofbrati.
292-5675
Werner Zullenkopl
Owens-C’orning Fiberglas Corp.:
business majors; for SACS; citizenship required; male only.
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EUROPEAN JOBS
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AUTOMOTIVE 121

_
_
58 SPRITE

POSITIONS OPEN. 7 -
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.

54 CHEVY: 4

’62 MGA HARDTOP.

PERSONALS 111

-V.I., No c

GIRLS -GIRLS.
7
.7
MALE STUDENTS

7’. I
’60 ENGLISH FORD
74
’60 SKODA

.

_ARGE

-

-.HIE 1{1)i oK OE THE
ELK THAT IS"

AUTO INSURANCE for students. Che.
Bs.ley. 248.2420. 385 S. Monroe.
TV RENTALS
$10 month - 1850 W. Sen Carlos.
292-3457
EXPERIENCED TYPIST.

-
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URGENT!
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LEARN
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SING.A

. . ’61 RENAULT CARAVELLE

AND

DOUBLE ROOM

FURNISHED OR

UNFORN. APT.- ’

STUDENT TEACHERS 4:y.1

11111111=313111111
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CHRONOGRAPH .
;A. ’

2

T V. RENTALS - $2.50 per week
acc
purchase
7
T
:,ervice. 377-0798.
EL EC TRIC Typing my home. term
-. es. etc. 243.6313.
EXCELLENT typIng done in my home

5-1211Ptatt
gOOkftere

7w0-BEDROOm FURN. APT 4r.
7 ;74 t, 7..
MARRIED? ;

-

WEDDING

E. ;

’
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Spartan iChristlan Fellowship, 9
p.m., NI250.
TOMOlt BOW:
Delta Gamma, 5 p.m., 360 E.
Reed St., transfer dinner.
Newman Club, 4:30 p.m., basic
moral issues course; St. Patrick’s
I
dance, 8 p.m. to midnight,
Ness.nian Centcr.
United Campus Christian Fellowship. 7 p.m., Nlemorial Chapel.
Alpha Phi Omega. 8:30 p.m.,
College Union.
Extraniural Fencing, 4:30 p.m..
WG101.
WRA Gymnastics, 4:30 p.m.,
Pt:11260.
Math Club, 2:30 p.m., ED213.
speaker Dr. Marion T. Bird.
Sigma Delta PI, 11::TO a.m., N611.
reole Franeats, 3:30 p.m.,
=

Live and Work in

;r

England, E-

E. motion, tells how, where to
Council,

gE.

Box = " I
_ Hied

16095. San Francisco, Calif.

Hifles, 7 p.m., 1144,repledge meeting.

S7

BOX 11791. PALO ALTO

7i11111111111111111111111111111111111111111110

ELECTROLYSIS -PERMANENT

GUITAR,

p.m..

HORSES FOR RENT
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GIRLS

F.

Ployment

4

777

7-FOOT POOL TABLE
’ - - 2-77 -

3:30

"Behold the Lettsb of God which taketh away th sin of the na
There is no mcaping the besic claim of the Christian faith
-.
Owls, on the cross was necessary for holy nd just God to meet .
neeafid of men. Not only way Jesus Christ sent from God for
but His atoning sacrifice for the sins of men wm planned bel,
created. It is Ged’s just and holy nature which demands that tr...
about man% sins. God Himself established the divine law Thv
death:" however. H Himself bore that penalty of death for xxwomen. and child on arth when Christ died on the cross ,believe on Christ might receiv the great gift of eternal. d
". . . Without the shedding of the blood there is rio
ov
Christ was onc offered to bear the sins of many .
" Hb 9 MB
God sks nothing of us except Mat we believe and accept
Iready done for us:
For all have sinned nd some short of the glory of God b.
by his grec through the redernption that is in Christ Jet, Alm* to be a propitation through faith in His blood to ox
- for the romitsion of tins that are past through the forbea, v
3:234S, KJV. "gut God commendeth His lov toward us, in the .
Sinnent. Christ d;ed for us. Much more then, now being ,s1fdad
shall be smed from the wrath through Him." Rom. St, 1, KJV
If you are Christian, you know what it means to be washrd
the Lamb:
"If you say ’our Father’ to the One who judges very man
record of his deeds, you must stand in awe of Him while you
rth. Well you knovr that it was no perishable stuff, iike gold ,
your freedom from the empty folly of your treditional ways
precious blood, as it wer of a lamb without mark or blerr.st--- H was predestined before the foundation of the world and - time He was mad manifest for your sake Throuqh Him ray he God who raised him from the dead and gave him glory and hope are fixed on God.
"Now that by obedienc to the truth you have purified Y,
feet sincere affection towards your brother Christians. love o
heertedly with all your strength. You have been born anew not o but of immortal, through the iising and enduring woId of God F.,
’All mortals are iik grass:
All their splendour Ilk. MO flOnten of the field.
The Grass withers ,the Cower falls;
But the Word of the Lord endures for .7’,/117
And this ’word’ is the word of the Gospel preached to you

h
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Wednesday evening at 6 p.m. in nel Nlanagement, 3:30 p.m.. F:D433.
Concert Hall in the Music BuildPI Lantbda Theta, 4 p.m.,
ing. Sparta Sings will be held April 10. For further information.
te;iim series, sliS6 series, 1:30
rontact Bruce Norman at 269-8722.
p.m.: State Dept. series, 2:30 p.m.,
(11235.

SERVICES IV
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SJS Math Club
To Hear Dr. Bird
On Logarithms

vention last
th,
the chapter al
,
l’h:tpter
Non .4’ :IR
inenlIm.r,7 still lie ttel4

1116111.11114
1)1.
,..is
,111:10,
i
In 197;7. Kitidents and faculty of
Jr, .it
iif
the Engineering Division at SJS
to
. e tit
ril
began the move to achieve the
Itet
sttll
accepted
the
to
he
eh:liner
necessary
! :nous
into Tau Beta Pi by forming the
The SJS Math Cklb will meet
Representing Ili,
local ’fat! Beta Society. In 1963, in ED213, at 2:30 p.m., tomotTow fires will he
the Flngineering Division met the for club business and a lecture.
Noy -treasurer and ,,!1,,
,,1
final requirement for acceptance
Comprised of math majors and ’ssiciety’s magtizinf..
Itent
minors, the dub will hear Dr.
AI 6:30 p.nt. a twitii et
tAill
Marion Bird, SJS pmfessor ol held in the
1!.
math, discuss the subject, "A LogOhs. initiates,
arithm is an Exponent." Dr. Bird
will explain in her speech before Igineering faculls Trtil
TOD %V:
the club how logarithms can he and guests.
Association,
1.111 Ile ran Student
calculated with out the use of
7 p.m., Cammis Christian Center.
tables,
according
Malinda
IBM-Plants
Labs.: mechanical.
Sorial Affairs. 2:30 p.m., ADM- Leckie, SJS Math Club public reelectrical, industrial and chemical 229.
lations officer.
engineering, chemists’’, math; citp.m., Women’s Gyrn.
WRA,
The club meets every two weeks
izenship required.
Home Economics Club, 7 p.m., and also has held a foreign student
reception this spring, said Miss
15t.inngs.ovie on birth of baby.
spartan Sabres", 7 p.m., ED239, Leckie. Wednesday’s meeting will
be the last before spring vacation
A2080679iNsiliNG
Any musical group interests-0 in
850 THE ALAMEDA
Sigma Delta Chi, 12 noon, J101. The club will not get together
again
until
the
second
Tuesday
aftperforming while jusiges deliberate
Circle K, 1.30 p.m., cafeteria
er Easter.
during the Sparta Sings spring’ rch,:n A.
- An AduerfirOm..^.
,.nneert are invited to audition
Industrial Relations and Person-
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Installation of a local chapter into the national group by having
of ’Cati Beta Pi, nation:II engineer- three of its eng,ineering programs
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S.1.-; is the hist California Stale
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Buy Daily CLASSIFIEDS...Get Results!
To

buy,
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rent,
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CLASSIFIED RATES
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nounce anything, just fill out
and

clip

this

handy
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Two lines
Ow flaw

order

blank form. Send to: Spartan
Dail y

CLASSIFIEDS,

2
3
4
5
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San Jose State College, San
Jose 14, Calif.
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Add this
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Automotive (2)
For Sole (31
Help Wanted (4)
I

lines
lines
lines
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Oa* time
50e a line

Three times
25c a line
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20e a line

$1.00
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2.50

$1.50
2.25
3.00
3.75

$2.00
3.00
4.00
5.00

.50

.75

1.00

PERSPIRATION PULLOVERS*
(Sweat Shirts)

1 21/2% of, reg. pr,
Today through Friday
All Colors

All Styles

All Sizes

’Surf or Snow
Wherever you go
You’ll love ’em
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Observance
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SAN JOSE, CALIFORNIA, TUESDAY, MARCH 17, 1964
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SECTION B

She’s Ready for Easter

Easter.
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Easter Egg Has Long History
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"Behold the Lamb of God which taketis sway fhe sin of tht There is no escaping the basic claim of the Christian faith
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Christ on the cross was necessary for holy nd just God to moo,
world of men. Not only wa: Jesus Christ sent from God fo!
but His atoning sacrifice for the sins of rnen was planned bet
.
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Without the shedding of the blood there is no remission 1,,
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by citing the
welt 111;,t
stoin- about the finding
the empty tomb. These stories
nuttize the litet of the resurinn as nothing else can. and
r devntional value has earned,
,.eraral place at moRt
r,usly objective
Who
have ex-,
.lorn Seh,
10 the
the
,. searchin. aitit iny ever given
itny built, the empty tomb is
sindary evidence
,,.11.11111-S point out that
:ire a number of diserepthe VarialIN gospel
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the awesome disthat everted the devoted
,..n whn went to the tomb
HAPPY EASTERLittle Ellen Bruni, 3, is ready for Easter with
rh. in the morning on the first
her new stuffed animal, bunny rabbit and candy eggs, and most
of the week."
important, a new dress. The word Easter comes from Teutonic
h,,se discrepancies do not mean
mythology. Eostre or Ostara was the Anglo-Saxon goddess of
the story is untrue. On the
spring, to whom the month corresponding to our April was dediiary. even a newspaper rein, in the different
that variation in
,..reement on essential
which is the hallmark nf
..k itnesses’ account.
n-,,
event.
.epancies do indi
1 researchers that
41,r-thins did not attach
71a ly importance to the empty
!I
If they had, a greater M KARF:x
setting fire to its own nest; leavit probahl would have been
ing in the ashes an egg from
to pin down the precise
A’ Y""
mi" "nr haid-1"Hi which another bird would hatch.
di,
on
morning
Easter
eeg
la 1,,e.aionioi the disparate
Legend has it that this is repeated
,,,,ilated freel,, in ever wonder why the egg, is a fvfiy
I list ye.,rs.
s until they i pta
Easir.ra
if i n .1 it rm.thology tells of a
at down in the,
The origin of the Easter egg. Worlt1-1:gg formed befote time
disputed among historians. dates Logan. After a Year the egg split,
’ the empty totnb
Iniek to ancient civilizations when one nail of the shell was siher
!
tound of the early
symbol of the egg plzistal a which was the earth, the other
ies’ tholivht0 The answer is the
role in the mythical accounts ,i1 half gold. the sky.
Alantly eleit in all of the gosthe creation of the world.
c in the I,o,,k of Acts and in
AFRICA FIRST
Ancient Egyptian culture beaul’s letters.
Nt’hat does this have to do with
whnse
Gel),
he
god
the
lieved
that
The earliest account of Jesus’
, F:aster?
e
.
rrection appearances is given xx N is
Perhaps nothing as there are
mighty
a
produced
sky,
the
Nut,
Paul’s first letter to the church
no reenrils of using the F:aster
the
which
from
germ
"t.he
ral, "For I delivered to egg
Egg in Western Europe before
:lest importance what I whole universe was born."
the rith rentur... But before that
1,1tcheti, that Christ died for
time the itistorn of roloring eges
l’II0ENTX BIRD
:e.erirdanee with the
Out of the egg came a bird . ;it Easter had berm found in an
aeo lle was buried,
called i’hoenix, smbol of the sttn. African tribe onve Christian but
ased nn the third
which Christianity adopted as .1 converted to Mohammedanism.
,a.e %vith the scriprepresentation of Christ beeinia, This eustom might have loom! its
Ile appearerl to i of
ti h the
the manner in which the bitd Way to Enrol*, t
the twelve.
Crusaders.
d’ed
peared to m or e
1,,
Color in different eultures has
’Hain at one time.
definite significance. The red in
tr.
tire still alive,
some cultures is reminiscent of
.
ti we fallen asleep.
the blood nf Christ. or blood of
!!ii!fi
api.c.tred to James, then
the Pascal Lamb. Yellow siimilies
apottles. Last of all
the core or beginning of life.
; appeared also to
me."
The Easter F:gg in tnadern
is sometimes said that the
American folklore is produced by
urreetion of Jesus is "the best SAN FRANCISCO (11 pit _ a rabbit or hare a tradition which
!Peed fart in history," because
came from Europe hut has all but
shole. Chri.lian church bears Newly renovated Steinhart Aquarbeen forgotten.
iness to it.
ium has turned out to he one of
Today’s American F:aster Eggs
Three who make this statement the world’s biggest attract Illn- in
ualiV have two ideas in mind. the realm of arts and sclera, First, they mean
such at t raethat the ex- and by far the biggest
"e^ of the thurch can hardly tion in San Francisco.
Psplained except in terms of
The aquarium. part of the Caliresurr,..t..in. As one scholar fornia Aericlemy of SeiellePS
.1 is easier, even for G01(101 Gate Park, reopened last
in miracles, to ac- June after a top-to-bottom renovat th"
of the resurrection tion to equip il with some of the
my. other adequate finest facilities in the world for
the change that display of marine life.
Enclosed in t od y .
le disciples within
Since then Mare than twn milSpartan Daily is the green
’
’,Her they had fled lion persons have N 1,111.(1 1 he
J,,leta in terror."
aquarium and officials estimate a * edition of spring fashions.
have visRecond meaning is that the total of
w
The theme for the section
Ilmh, from the
Ir
time of the ited it by this June.
e, A Carousel of EashIles until now,
has ronsisted
By eontrast. the Louvre in Paris * ions," and it features such
eon, ol men
last
visitors
million
1.5
about
and women had
oar!? et,nvinced
- - not by any- year, and the Seience WISP= at * new faahions as Easter
, g lheY had read or have been South Kensinglon, England, the
hats, the latest in printed
hy the irrefutable evi- second oldest seience Museurn in .1. shifts and men’s bats
of their
own experience - the world. entertained 1250000
NI I, living
still.
visitors,

cated. According to the hist orian Bede, festivities were -observed
with the gladness of a new solemnity." Eastertime is a period of
religious feasts today, also bringing to mind spring and man’s
hopes for the year. Ellen is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Emil
Bruni, 2465 Westgate Ave. , San Jose.

Easter Egg Has Long History

S.F. Aquarium
Draws Crowds

Sizes

ive smitiny
Ow I ’.,1"1 of Nisan
Jewish
ro,iblemaker,
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the event
e.10111 -
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sl 1:1:11 I Itrs
Ttie
of hi;
returt,ea
ritoclaimed
that he hail ri-eii
de,,,1
They said that he was the Chi et tie
t. God incarnate
in a human personality. and that b.% his
. resurrect ion
he had opened to
men a Way ..I
,..r1,1% of sirJul
selfcenteredness and of entering Iwo
nea ale
the forgiven sons
of God.
Many people then, as now, found th,
news" hard to believe. But others fraind the Apostles f
:intis. and after testing it in the laboratory of their Ie.,- t
eonvinced that
Jesus ’as living still" and that thro .
,,,I is -reconciling the
world unto Himself."
BIRTH OF
It( II
So WaS born the Christian church.
In due time. the church recorded its memory of JPSIIN1 teachings,
and particidarly of the climactic events of his last week
The earliest writings. dating from about 51 A.D., were letters
which the Apostle Paul wrote to various Christian coneregatains in
Asia Minor. Mark’s gospel VCaS writ t en a Ito, t TO A . I it.. possi hly by one
of Paul’s young mi.ssionary assistants.
Soon thereafter came the more detailed Gospel which bears the
name of Matthew. and the two carefully -researched hooks written by
the physician Luke. a gospel and iin account of the Acts of the Apostles.
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She’s Ready for Easter

I.aster.
aately Latin rind melodlus
,,, and in virtually every
;moan tongue, they will
sped through
deineralited i nm pa n y of
the first
iri-tian diaiples
ile is risen!"
oldest and most
IVAN’ flay!: 101’
t..t eft l’nlike the Orloftieh are hissed
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j ,...pprietl,I.S and meta aitilen. Christianity
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Ili‘11.,1’N’ to an event
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Christ.
ihe resurrisl ion of Jesus
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From it. earliest days to
ent the Christian church has
a. hesitated to stake its whole
e on the elan]) that this event
Ily happened.
If Christ he not risen," the
stle Paul told the Cotinthians,
hen i, yotir faith in vain."
evidenee fill’ the
t
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Object of Scholatly Research

are multi -colored eggs which chil-i dist a nre in Germany are the
rhen gather during community or, winners.
private hunts.
APPI.F.S AND EGGS
In village main streets in the
El ’ROPE.% N CI ’STONIS
Netherlands a large tub of water
There are many European cus-’ with an apple floating in it is
toms havini.; to
with the Easter placed in the center of the street.
Egg.
Eggs are set at a certain distance
In parts of F:astern Eumpe anti along the street. One person atthe Balkans. eggs are painted tempts to pick up the eggs before
with sy.mbols. In France children another person can eat the bobbing
making their first contession on apple,
With the advent of progress
Holy Sunday take eggs as Pre’.
ents for the priest. In some lo- today’s F:aster F:ggs may he (too,.
calities eggs are said to be dropped late covered and cream -filled vsith
ehureh
1 a child’s name on the outside. But
It is lxilieved t.hat an egg laid regardless the color or material
on Gixx-1 Friday will have miracu- the egg is a symbol of beginning
lous powers and if kept for 100 111SI a!: the Easter feast symbolizes
years the yolk Will turn into a the beginning emersmnre of life
1.:ast,d Sun- from darkness and iie
diamond. If enokrd
day the etrg will work as a ilitirin
against sudden death.
(Tim,- were and are
with the eggs all over the worlit
In Mesopotamia children mateh
hard boiled, enlored eggs In: holding an egg and striking it against
NI.,ll’
1.111
another ehild’s egg. The strongest
J Grossman la
tor some
egg, wins
ab.11111 Ih.. ’
rI-ohing inEggs rolled clown :in incline is dustry and dechicd it was about
one of the Easter Egg games in’ time it did
lt, dramatim
Latvia. The eggs rolling to the
right go to the first player and
Then he derided fat you don’t
those rolling to the left belong to
have to be an Adonis to be well the second.
dressed and I b I people in the perThe eg,ts which roll the ereatcI
terming arts usually. ;ire well dressed.
Gmssman thought up the
ehire-Austin
E s ion
tor the Pei forininL: Arts
hi,’11 go Paoli y.ear to live aetors
,11,isen by. a 1,,inel of .lothing
merchants and lashion 9 Idlers
’rhe awards this
went tn
Edward el. Robinson. Dana Andrews, Barry Sullo an. I) v i
\Va-ne and Keenan St’ynn with
farmal presentation scheduled for
Fel, 9 at the ,,invention of the
National As...dation ol II et ail
Clothiers and F’iirnishers in L,os
Angeles.

TEXT!. %I.
IDIA(
Scholars formerly
1,
pel, which bears
the name of John, must have been ti.ritten
This conclusion was based on textual .
i.hich seemed to
date the document sometime in the seennti
Ile third century
after Christ. But the discovery of the Dead has put this
evidenee in a new light. It is Bar.l. (.1ear
, tah Gospel eould
ha%..e been, and probably was, wtitten
th
entury.
These writings, preserved by the e,,
a New Testament.
are the main SOLIree of information abotif ti, .
ia the first Easter.
During the past century. they ha
eted to detailed
and relentles.s research.
Philologists, archaeologists. historians and theologian.s in hundreds
of universities and seminaries have put literally every phrase of the
Nee: Testament to the lest of critical inquiry. in an effort to distin.,,ush authentic historical facts from any legendary eoloring or metaontinned on Page 58)
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BRASS RINGER

Fashion Awards
Given Each Year

Carousel of Fashions
Appear in Toclay’s Daily

The sportswear look is going soft
after the sportise binge. From
town separates in playwear, the
silhouette is feminine, very pretty,
,tiehlike tot spring and slimmer

Hop to lt, meet the new "Brass Ringer," it teeny gets around. Ire
clean and lean W,th man sire brass eyelets and wraparound toe
guard. Long on looks, strong on comfort, great on wear Medi of
washable cotton duck in new smoky white chino, also in white.
medium width, sires 5 to 12, 13, 14.
Stampede on down to your nearest store took for the blue la
and let ’em rustle y* up a pa, Ask tor
"Brass Ringer" !tech,* today, It’s a 0 .

United States Rubber
ear.
600,11,Cente,

.’,

Ie..
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Men’s Fashions Show New Changes This Year
Custom Haircuts
Called ’Hair Styling’

Ice Cream Trousers
Are Returning, Gents!

You’ve
NEW YORK
heard of custoni-made shoes, suits
and shirts. Well, now they have
custom haircuts although they
call it "hair styling" and charge
five bucks and up phis tips.
And if you vvear a toupee, usually referred to as a hair piece, you
can have it styled to suit your
looks, personality, ego and shape
of your head. You can also have
it tinted to make you look older
or younger or combed to tnake you
look up to an inch and a half

A round fleet:
),
long face,
. .1,101eithe,
!rime
leisure. a vacation. martinis and
Ikee, ,0
NEW YORK (UPI) What’s
1,01 11
round tace,
new for the man planning a vaca- WOMen."
pait e higher.:
the hair is
tion in the sun? Stretch fabrics,
%le r:011 aad
Goldman reported a big demand
mur
as an inch and a
brighter col or s, short-sleeved for silk in tailored clothing and
te a teas
sweaters and a return to what iridescent fabrics in almost everyheight without it keine core*
were once known as ice cream thing in colors ranging from burnt
ous.
trousers.
NE’11’ (ILIENTS
almond to black.
"When a new ,11,,n1
Off-abite is the key color in
comes i
FORMALWEAR TRENDS
we ask him whiii 1/.!,-Iiiiss
sports jackets and slacks, usually
he is
I There are two strong trends in
If
he
is
a businessman it’s Of
forming the background of a neat
formal wear for warm climates.
thing,
if ho’s an iivior irs snml
stripe. and worn with contrasting
according to Lord West. For the
thing else and we make it a
solid color jacke t s or slacks.
lilt
traditional market there is a trend
taller.
longer on the side. In other
Stripes are in every color frozn
woid
to seersucker stripes in the conOne or the leading exponents a man goes through a
red through blue against white.
sort
tentional blues and grays and red.
of men’s hair styling is Eddie Pie
The keystone of a cruisewear
For the less traditional, there is
laski whose shop is located in the
"says he merages 131
wardrobe is, of course, the sports
a return to elegance with silk dinheart of the advertising business a2(.1EacidEloileis; rinses for 111011 a day.
jacket. The magic word this year
Me
ner jackets in medium hlues, gold.
on Madison Avenue. He also pro- are top executive., presidents
is stretch. The same goes for:
olive and red with contrasting
vides such services as Swedish firms, chairmen ef isards--eoi!
leisure slack.s and in some cases,
black satin lapels -sometimes with
massage, podiatric and manicure cernerl eit her with mei isy gray
sports shirts.
ha
piping on pockets anti lapels.
treatments. valet shoe shining, or aline hair %%Milo he makes
sts
!,
she
STRETCH FABRIC
word
on
sports
Latest
telephones at every chair, private gray. And if he ha, an impoilat
Stanley Blacker. Inc., a leading come free Mr. Alfred of No‘\’
booths if you’re embarrassed and hoard meeting emmin;
Edd
manufacturer, uses a fabric com- York: Some el his top selleis are
scalp treatments.
gives him something called
Lycra
and
cotton
bining Dacron,
a cabana s(t ol jacket and swine
NATI’R.AL LOOK
spandex to achieve the stretch or-loaf shorts in a blend of Arnel
711e object of all this is to
which is far less so than say a and cotton seersucker; the short
show
fashions
SJS MALE Fashions of 1959 are displayed by
and Ed McCarthy. Today’s men’s
achieve a natural look and has eyes and inake, him leek youtht
pair of stretch ski pants or swim - shirt jacket in both single- and
some radical changes from these not-so -longthese four dapper gentlemen. Left to right
nothing whatever to do with Eng-.
shorts.
double-breasted models. a threeago styles, such as the long socks.
are Mickey Carhart, John Kifoil, Larry Gomel
land’s Beatles who through methinfam
The coats come in an array of quarter length cabana jacket with
_
od.s known only I() themselves hioe Ns far it, mpli
fairlv. dazzling shades in stripes! three-quarter sleeves. a multi -colea,
like
%%amen
achieved
just
the
opposite
:/,0
while
yea/
and solid. He also shows a coat of I ored, hand-woven effect clot
11011
lilt ’y
Ilo’’oked
i 1 11
immortalizing themselves
into
Arnel and cotton lined with ban-I mitered to form a brightly colored
non
-long
hair
rock
’n’
roll
records.
1,11e:/, 1,.#1011k:gbeiii
dana print and vest in a faded blue t square like the W"’ of a Navy
At Eddie’s, tile barbers-- all their latest color rinses at cod
denim.
signal flag.
from Europe use the European
Esquire also combines Dacron,
In sweaters the newest rage and
razor technique ta straight razori
cotton and Lycra for slacks and direct from the West Coast where
a slim
walking shorts that bend, stretch it originated is the half-sleeve
NEW yoRR (uPDThe 1964 can dress up anti he should take aerosol spray called Sili which can to shape your hair. It you have a eluding sunlampand stride right along with the cropped just below the biceps for -1/..ing ties are out now and !nen advantage of it to add life and be sprayed on a tie of any fabric stubborn cowlick, for example, frowned on as t../ time -conga
ing for Eddie .
wearer. but without being too more in -action freedom for golf %%ill find them lighter than usual, color to his outfit," he said.
you a
to make it spot resLstant, water that becomes part of your persnug. They come in a variety of and other active smirts.
repellent and wrinkle proof. It pro- sonality. Big ears ahd long thin
in bolder patterns and in iridescent
VELOUR FINISH
solid colors and stripes.
tects the tie from everything from necks also are taken int considIn swimwear, the newest is the finishes to go with the increasingly
ta te 2( Is 01’
Countess Mara has taken shan- hot coffee to cold soda.
’
eration.
The emphasis at Petrocelli is on
surfing look. Jantzen anti Catalina popular iridescent finished suit.
tung ties and added a velour finish
color. especially one called honey
"The first idea I had alsait it
make suits with laced fronts and , Shantung, still the leader in
in solid colors, prints and stripes.
anti derived from combination
Survey: The Men’s Tie Founda- was while I was in service in the brittg in the!!
vvith hip pockets for storing wax %Sarin weather ties. is back in new
weaves of blue and gold. plus some fel.
The velour finish adds a linen- tion polled tie furnishers through- European Theater where I spent
the surfboard.
patterns.
weaves,
new
new
finishes like look but retains the qualities
muted coffee house times inspired
two and a half years as a plain
Hats? There are "his" and and new color treatments in con- of silk. There are also bold prints out the United States to See what
by the Caribbean’s famous liqueur.
G.I.," 1",:tidie said. "After our outof
trends
had
developed
and
sort
"hers" hats in roller and porkpie trast with days of old alien they in black and white, checks and
fit was broken tip in Germany
what WaS popular.
JACKET BUTTONS
,hapes of poplin with contrasting %%ere usually stripes or solid colors. silk brocade.
Some of the findings: Dark ties after ILE. Day we were stationed
Bright stripes and faded denim elitb bands. There is an a.ssort- Natable are woven patterns anti
Berkley- uses shantung for all- led over mediums and lights in near Paris..
are big here. too, and there is a znent of novelty headwear includ- all-over handblocked prints.
over prints. BlanIc’s uses. nautical the nationwide averages by perFRENCH BARBERS
decided preference for the two- ing fishing and Isiating caps that
stripes on shanttmg and gives
watched French barbers cutANTI-IV1 LEM,’ E
’centages of 79. 17 and four. In
button model over the three-button float and a ventilated category of
(I,’siener Alberto Fabiani. some of them an iridescent finish. patterns. stripes led all the rest ting hair with razors and was im- and a lot. of one-button jackets. pen air hats trimmed with nauErnst’s uses oriental colors in a
Iwith under knots, "neat desigits" pressed. I observed anti began
Gordon-Ford shows some spec- tired ornaments. Plus, of course. who is almost violently anti -Ivy
tacular stripes in a shirting look the native straws v,iu can buy League look, emphasizes compos- Rajah series. Stratford uses woven !and solids in that order. The two- , practicing on others. I had my own
ite, or iridescent colors in his heraldic under-knots and a new inch-svide tie led by a margin of , barber tools with me and was the
in both jackets and slacks. One practically anywhere.
spring line and colors are brighter nailhead weave.
’56 per cent. The west coast states most popular man in the outfit
pair of slacks in off-white with a
Beau Brummel has improved
and
alive keiking than anythin shirt -style stripe hmught a
led in the narrow 11% -inch cate- as I gave them free haircuts in
HOLY WEEK
wash anti wear ties in a Mr. Won- gory’
thing seen in previous seasons.
reminder of the ice cream pants
and the more conservative return for using them as guinea
The vveek preceding Easter is / :deny grade from dark to light derful line to make them look more New England states led in the Pigs."
of old. The stripes picked up the
color of a solid color jacket -and traditionally know as Holy Week. or light to dark. The knot, for like silk. They also are fully lined I taminch. Ties costing $1.50 and I For the past nine years Feldie
example, may be a deep cerulian for the first time.
\lee versa. There also were bold Thursday is called Holy ’cher/under led in sales with $2.50 ties has been in business tor himself
Hee that eeele, 1.! bele blue tohis customers range from
striped jackets in a variety of new or Mandy Thursday, and its v.
’next and $3.50 ties well behind. ,and
ELECTRA COLLECTION
I stage and screen stars to corporaIo
Ilo
l.e. revived
ship services recall the L/ISS S o - /...,d the
fabrics and the old.
American designer Mr. John 1The most popular fabric was aceY//!koo, It on several
tion presidents, rising young MattThe white haekground also was, PEW. Gond Friday is the anno,!, .,!//
drew the inspiration for his spring ; tate and rayon followed by polyLARRY NELSON
favorite being
ison A% enue exec! ito es, people
big at Eagle Clothes and in the sary of Christ’s cruciftxion. Sane - /./ .
line from pattern.s of electron.s ’ester. silk and silk and polyester
moo.
from Wall Street and business/nen
words of F:agle President. Stanley dav is sometime, c died Easter }:,,
traced on a highly sensitive plate. blends.
Your Agent
thr only way a man
who tly in from as far away as
t/,
Goldman, "it reflects sunshine. ,a the Paschal V/
He calls it the ekrtra collection
Life Insurance
For
Pittsbuigh to achieve the natural
and it features a wide path of
look.
irregular color placed diagonally
’’We analyte by physical feaagainst a solid colored ground.
tures- shape of the head, whethei
Colors? Orbit White on a Blip Blue
a man has big ears. etc." Eddie
background and Martian Red on
NEW YORK it’ll
A year- said. "If he has a long neck we
Outer Black.
Other tie news: John Fiavlericks long training program in human continue the hair t 0 the collar line

Color, Patterns, lrridescent Finishes
Featured in Men’s Ties This Spring

Human Relations
Training Project

uses a pale yellrne-gold satin and
decorates it with a spinkling of
almost in% isible envies. Prince
Consort matches up its lies with
stripetl shirts. Superha shows
shirting stripe shades on a camel
colored liackermind.
AEROSOL SPRAY
Something new for ties: The
Side Way Products Co., makes an

TRY OUR ALL-AMERICAN!
100%

PURE

BEEF

HAMBURGER

CRISP GOLDEN FRENCH FRIES
CREAMY OLD-FASHIONED SHAKE
The tastiest food in town . . . fastest service, too.
You and the family will like dining at McDonald’s.
Everything is so inviting ... spotlessly clean. Come
in any time for a treat in food ’n’ fun at prices that

please you.

took

for the

Calrlen Arches

McDonaldb

%%liners IN TIES?
Fifty-six per cent of ail men’s
ties sold last year were two inches
wide, the mows Ti,s Foundation
reports Thai eidth I’s MOM ’similar
in Nile England ,tates, accoonlini;
for 66 per cent of tie sales there.
It is least popular in West Coa.st
states, accounting for only 26 per
cent of the sales there. The West
Coast’s males prefer a narrower
4 flit!
one-half inch- tie, the
riiirubit
sairl

relations for 25 young American
men and vvomen, including Pearl’
Corps v e t ra ns, was started
reeently with a twiev.rek orientation institute eondueted in Washington, D.C., by the Ameriean
Je%vish Committee’s Institute of
Human Relations under spon.sorship of the Eleannr Roosevelt Memorial Foundation.
The trainees, or human relations
interns, will receive a salary of
65,000 for a year of work with
human rights commissions in cities
throughout the country, I a 1) o r
unions, employment agencies, col
’,oration personnel ditrctors and
other private and public groups
which may require human relations aid and experienee. After!
their year of training, it is planned
that the interns take permanent
jobs in hiiman relations work.

Your Weekend Guests Welcome

Connecticut
Mutual Life
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MIRACLE AUTO FAINTING
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CALL 286-1881
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MOTEL CITY CENTER
... where they will enjoy

JEWELERS

fhe ultimate in modern relaxation!
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46 Now Delve. Units And Heated Pool
TV nod else, Phones in Every Room
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THE LATEST STYLES in shoes this spring are
seen here. Modeled at C. H. Baker Shoe Store,
the shoes are popular with college coeds. From
left to right: sandal, the open sling strap flat,
the straight back heel, the straight back heel
Hay (center)
INNIS ANYONE? Charlene
Ind Jean Fleming are on their way to the courts
n bermuda shoris by White Stag. Charlene
wears a turquoise cotton knit tee-top and Jean
EASTER WORD
[’he English wort; ror Easter tip/Idly was derived from the
uf an ancient Anglo-Saxon
ing festisal. in Romanee lan*es the celebration of Christ’s

is set for action in a red and white tiny-checked
cotton stretch blouse. Keeping score is Charlene
Hiatt wearing a gayly designed shift by Fritzi.
Sportswear courtesy of the Emporium.

Foreign Car
Specialist

Karl’s
Shell Service
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Nit

Ale also deVeloped

and lier fansais
oopitql :O’er
the

blaira
of

collect ion.
She popularized costume jewelry
when she began we a ri n g old
I tyzant int+ jewelry.
She was surrounded hy celebrities and was a close friend then
of composer Igor Stravinsky.
Artist
Pirasso and writer:Hai, Jean Corm:rt. She financed
the Itallet Rossi, in Paris.
But in 1939 Chanel closecl her
rold, mirrored salon. explaining
she could not make clothes during
the war. In 1954 she reopened with
her same designs. She refused In
bow to Dior’s "new look" of 1947.
ce.mplaining it hid the body.
"Nobody understood her designs
at first except Americans, ancl they
saved the salon," it friend said
PARIS
"She always has a soft feelins
In 1910, Gabrielle u ent to Paris for Ainericans."
to design clothes. An i....nt horse In recent years she developed
,i
woman. she prompt
the Chanel accessories
quilted
,
n
women the
handbag with double chain handle,
,
by ty.i.
flesh -colored shoes with black or
she added asitinere skirts ano
gold tones, gold chain belt arid
dresses, introducing the concept of
ichain necklacesall widely copied.
"sportswear’’ ahou1 1910.
In 1913. Chanel um. thr first
NF.VER MARRIED
prominent woman to cut her hair
Chanel never has married. The
short and wear small chtehe hals.!stor!, goes that the Duke of Gloustarting another revolution in the !rester proposed but the designer
female silhouette that resulted in replied, "There can be many
short skirts.
Duchesses of Glouchester. There
A friend recalls that the de- can be only one Mademoiselle
,igner "wore short hair and bangs, Chanel."
with a bow on top, to the opera
The designer lives in the Hotel
and caused a sensation."
RH/ almost across the street from
and
corset
a
wore
never
Chanel
her i-alon, In an apartment studio
made supple clothes to follow the in thi salon, her cook and maid
reva
body
mnvement of the
prepare her meals.
. lution in the 211s.
Slu .4111 chooses fabrics for her
PERFUME INVENTED
She drapes them on
de
aiis
the
first
In 1925, she
, living models and begins to cut.
She
signer to insent a perfume.
She selects trimmings and buttons.
called it simply "No 5." At thats Around the salon she is a veritable
dictator, and sometimes banishes
mannequins svhose appearance she
does not like.
Most of her 1964 styles will be
Reg. 39-95
copied for the masses.
ANY CAR 2495
Chanel is not disturbed hy the
copies. One of her friends said.
PAINTED
, "she’s amused - and flattered that
MIRACLE AUTO PAINTING
women who can’t afford her hand85:, THE ALAMEDA
made elot hes still love to wear the
CALL 286 1981

:John Byde
Dick Flanagan
Roger Sutter

210 North Fourth
St
CY 7-5707

HOUR SHOE STORE
for men

JARMAN, FILLIPE VERDE, STETSON
PEDW1NS, PORTA-PEDS

mcM011

PROVI ENT
MUTUAL.
LIFT
INSURANCE COMPANY
OF PHILADELPHIA

r

=11

10/0

READY FOR HIKING is Maxine
Forbes. She wears a blue and
white checked cotton parka and
surfer pants, both by White
Stag.

JASQUILINE, VITALITY
DISCOUNT ON ALL SHOES

for students and faculty
SAN JOSE
163 S. FIRST ST.
&
FRI.
NIGHTS
UNTIL 9:00
THUR.
MON.
OPEN
DAILY UNTIL 6 P.M.

CY 7-4343

.. c.on the many ways it min
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v6Par with her best cashmeres tsi
WTI with that little
the pearls
li!telc dregs.
;irl rings are very popular, and
- e in a myriad of styles and
.
zs. The prized rin,g for thr
i.eler is picked up in flong
Kong Pearls fot rings can be %ery
large iand very expetisiei or set
plain single
-1113111
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by Prince
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Cologne Sachet

$200

Cologne Spray

$1 75

Dusting Powder

$2 50

TENTH STREET PHARMACY
1 Oth &

294-9131
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IlaNe Some Fun
Meekend
(10
_

HORSEBACK
RIDING

STRUMMING AWAY on her guitar is Heather Ramsay. She
wears a navy blue and white bathing suit to bask in the sun. The
white sailor collar flips up and buttons at the neck to cover the
yellow dickey. Suit by Peter Pan.
se’RANDILE
cotCONCORI ). N.H. !IT’
lege students. Class of ’76. may he
in for a scramble for beds.
Ily 1972 college enrollments ari.
expected to reach 8.5 million, compared to 4.2 million today. l’o provide housing for the increase, colleges will spend between $6 billion
to $7 billion on dormitories alone
estimates The ToitionPlan of Nts,
Tuition Plan of New
est imates

2500 acres of scenic trails. 20’ ",
Discount to SJS students with
ASB cards. Drive 2 miles south of
then turn
IBM on Highway 101
right on Bernal Road.

EDR REISS
over-all capital expo,’
chiding dorms. may lc
t he decade.

No Guides

OPEN TONIGHT
’TIL 9:00
Roberts Book Store
st. across from mnis dorm.

SANT

TERES t ST 1111,ES
227-9738

350 Bernal Road

4Gsvitei"U494--

Chanel sly’,"

for women

ossom line

, fill

her 1964 sprins

SPECIAL!

Shakespeare never sold life
insurance as far as we know.
But wedo know that the Lard’s
words could have been written
just for Our business.
Delaying the start of your life
insurance program could be
When you think you’re
toady to purchase insurance.
YOu may not be insurable.
And the cost will
never be as
low as it is today.
Our campus office
specializes
In planning life
insurance
Items for young men. stopPro
by
ar telephone.

A fashion s.arne for women these
days ist to see how many different
ways she can wear her pearls, the
Jewelry Industry Council reports.
Denible and triple strands fill in
The fashionable open necklines of
ttiday’s clothes% A beautiful pear
....ono’s, pin. or one skill. :in
.111,
1011. 13f) itt l I
titortI31 3 no-eh:lane in the
tat hat*, t/E
noel-thee may 1,4.3.11
rt at taehed to the dress. Another,
idea: the lariat necklace of
baroque pearls. which leaves to the

*

110,

look.

New Fashion Game in Pearls

French Designer Remains
’n kashion at 80-years-o/d

PAI:IS
Ism a
urrsettoll
kr,’"
v"r"’’’s
j. as., that a moll..
,liss,...1 ham the Latin
miithe
" which in tura is ilisiiris hir
ile- tin. d
iffilueres,
’,surd
i,,ed Irma the
whole feminine fashion world and
isach" meanitm
make the designer
one .4 the
-_
world’s most copied.
The designer made the sweater
an item of high style: she created
the cardigan suit jacket which has
heroine an international elassiis
she started the fad for costuns
jewelry.
Gabrielle Chanel is her name
And todass at Sq. La C’hanet
remains a power in fashion. Thr
gen_
experts - buyers and press - - .
’,rally praised her spring 1964 col tertitio
horse, ol
ith ils nts,v
her ilaies
Mlle. Chanel was horn in southern Franoe.
I Ith and Santa Clara
Her mother died svhen she WaS
six and her father abandoned her.

with opening in front, simple flat and the always popular tennis shoes. Brighten your wardrobe with a touch of glamour for the college
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Man’s Act of Decency
in
Place
History
Wins
SJS Security Has Tough Task
Tuesday. afarch 17. 19(4

411--SPARTAN DAILY

A City Within a City

tlie Jev.fish Sabbath on which a maidservant spotted
him as ano
Pharisee like himself could do no who had associati,i with jestts.
dead.
that includes the north campus
UCLA also has a large force. "It is onl.!. in the talking stages,"
the
work,
not
even
bury
a man wins an imout at the airport."
Schoff points out that the men on he reports "It nim, be a long long
Joseph hurried to a shop and
operation Pelishable place in history by a
In contrast, Schoff cited the that campus carry side arms as a time before we see It
l’eler and John at
bought
a clean white linen shroud.
1,,,iremaitiel
University of Chicago which has further deterrent to violations on but at least it is a step in the simple act of human decency.
With the help of someone -- John’s
a force of 71 men. Each officer is campus.
Such a man was Joseph of
right direction."
gospel says it was another Jewish
provided with a police dog and
Further improvement, Schoff beArimathea, who buried Jesus.
NEED MORE LIGHTING
leader named Nicodemus, who hail
safety that
they patrol the clunpus in pairs. lieves, would result with the adopvanof
!I,’ all
With the contfentration
Mark’s gospel describes Joseph also been a secret supporter of
the vea)1
,.
_.
’
.
,
exalld
dalism. malicious mischief
Jesus . - Joseph took the body
the
respecteu
"a
tnemuer
oi
’is
1., kle.i,
hibitionism inherent to a college
clown from the cross, wrapped it t1(1j;’ilsiill’Lrii
that thesj
council." Luke says he was "a
campus area. Sehoff believes that
in the shroud, and placed it in the frightened men
have workel
Matthew
.
man."
righteous
and
good
more lighting would be a valuable
tomb he had intended for himself. up the tier\ e
-1..A Jesus’ 104
I says he was rich, and he must A great round stone was rolled from the tooth, e.en if
deterrent.
the tdel
Byron J. Bollinger, assistant su- I have been, for he owned what was into place to seal the entrance of hacl occurn.d
thl,m. and it it
quite certain
pervisor of buildings and grounds, a comparative luxury in those the tomb.
idveeaathett:
recalls when lighting on the SJS days, a private tomb, hewn out of
t:1:,:s,t thhxac:Vt, el :I QIU:s;
ADDED DETAIL
campus consisted of an occasional ock. Ile had bought it as a burial
.
Matthew and the 11,XX!ryplial
bulb on the side of a building. place
transferme I
into the reeli,
for himself and his family.
Gospel according to Peter" add
However, he concurs with Schott
The Romans never bc..hered with "
in the belief that tciday’s system. hulloing men who had been cruel- another detail, v.’hich is not men though improved, could be better., fled, They were content to leave tioned anywhere e I se in early
Bollinger also listed some of the it corpse hanging on the cross until Christian writings, and whi,:h some
biblical scholars regard as a legproblems which plague the security the vultures came.
endary accretion.
forcet. Petty theft is a constant
This practice was revolting to
thorn in their side with various devout Jews, and it was considered
They relate that some of the te.xvepnlaitnhiiiwa all the
.thermirar
signs and fire extinguishers the
, a pious act for a wealthy man " chief priests and Pharisees" he- rep, ried
items most often disappearing.
, like Joseph to claim the NAY of CaMP ermeerned that Jest’s. (11- are ’cot , ’’’ 1 l’e ’ ’.,...r..7...,t1,7.,:ni
"..’ - ’’..""" ve
Of 200 plastic "No Smoking" an executed offender and give it sciples might steal the body from eXtr1,111111
1 ""
II
signs located throughout the cam- decent burial.
the tomb, in order to claim that nn thp
pus, Bollinger says he doubts if
Jesus had risen from the dead.
ADMIRED JESUS
there are five left. "Over a period .
These leaders went to Pilate Find
of three years," he continued, "we; Perhaps Joseph had secretly ad- asked that an armed guard lso
have lost over 200 fire extinguish- mired Jesus
Matthew suggests placed around the tomb. Pilat..
(a
ers valued at about 8.15 apiece." as much. Perhaps he was just the agreed.
FAIR TREATMENT
kind of man who does what he
NW/
/OW
If such a gtotrd was inoutit..i ‘.
Students caught in the act of thinks right. even if it is likelY over the tomb, it was, from the ;
maim
him
unpopular, In an:. disciples’ viewpoint, entirely
taking state property or violating to
other laws of the campus and com- event. as Mark relates succinctlY. necessary. Thta had fled into hid- fs
....
0/’ ..-S11)11.11q
munity can expect more than fair Joseph "took murage, and went mg when their master WAS seized.
treatment from Schoff and his to Pilate, and asked for the lasij, Even stalwart Peter, who had \ SEW YOUR vim, ECONOM ’S.A..,
mento a certain degree.
of Jesus."
INTO SPRING WITH A MACHINE
worked up enough courage t,.
Schoff points out that he, the, Pilate, ever willing to curry the eavesdrop at Jesus’ trial, t oo k
FROM HOMEMAKER SEWING cis
college and the city "are willing favor of the rich and influential. refuge in a craven denial when a ’’:. TER. LET US AT HOMEMAKER SNOW
to give a student a break." He granted the request. Joseph had to
:Z you OUR SELECTION OF sEwl%
:‘,.
points out that most students don’t move fast. It was only a short
.,,, Dave Depew
. MACHINES FOR SALE CR RENTAL
realize that a record of any tYPe time before sundown, the start of
CAMPUS SECURITYHead of campus security, F. D. Schoff,
of arrest follows them throughout
SALES
a -d patrolman Lloyd K. Hohu inspect a citation book full of stutheir career. "However," he says,
ALWAYS A DIP
ded. and staff violations. Traffic control is one of the many jobs
"much depends upon the attitude
SERVICE
LAS VEGAS, Nev. (UPDThis
assigned to campus security. They are responsible for many of
of the student."
desert resort has more swinunin.:
the same duties assigned to a police force in a small city.
RENTALS
pools--3,500-- than any other
Tom Hennessy SJS ’65
tion of a uniform code outlining
parable area in the world.
the duties and powers of the camMost of the 13 major hotels ha%,
Campus Representative
I
pus security. force. At the present,
two large pools each and it is rare
he says, they are guided by sevto find any of the city’s 280 motels
Falcon Charter Service
Sewing Center
,ral policy sources which makes
without one. And a dip in the backSAN FRANCISCO (UPI) A
I
ss. operations difficult and confusing.
d.ly
the
yard
pool
is
order
of
the
295-9456
;1‘,5i
California sociologist feels that
Schoff sees a ray of hope in
books are assuming a ditninishing at many private homes.
this area. The Board of Trustees
role in the education of contentI have been talking about a uniform
porary chilciren.
,.ocie to guide the security forces
Dr. William Dien.stein, of Fresno
the several California campuses.
State College told a recent conference of librarians that "a child
1884 W. Sam Carlos
gets three-quarters of his educaS
...g.,.....v.-WorAoSte
tion from radio, teleN,ision and conversation."
The result is that today’s youth’
sees little need for heavy reading.
"If a child doesn’t think reading I
is important," Dr. Dienstein said,
pu’thretannuce.e have to teach him its imLOUIS CASSELS

By WILLIAM WATSON
The men responsible for the protection of student and state property at SJS are the 12 men of the
campus security force.
The men are responsible for
much more, however. Accorcling
to F. D. Schoff, head of security,
SJS is a city within a city and
the duties of the men closely parallel those of a city police force.
Among their responsibilities are
traffic control on campus. guarding against acts of theft or vandalism and, in short. all those
duties ordinarily delegated to the
average small town polhe force
MODERN POLICE FORCE
The SJS police force is a modern oneits moving stock consisting of patrol car, jeep and motorcycle, are outfitted with a minmunications system and they have
an open line to San Jose City Police Headquarters.
Despite the modern nature of
the force, Schoff is quick to point
out that they have their problems.
The major problem is ore peculiar to police work on any level
lack of manpower. "SJS is a community larger than the city. of
Milpitas," Schoff says. "yet we
have a police force half as large "
’SHOULD EXPAND’
He believes that thi=
curity force, which d:oa
exet from the state -H. ’ ’
r,,r,
panded to at least
o,o-,
erly patrol and prote.ot ,o
its property and studen"We patrol the camp if
a day," Schoff said. "II
we have two men on o.fol shift, we lose one v.’
main at the parking
in effect, we have one --on v-oH
must cover the entire oa pi’s-

.
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Sometimes

Got A Group?
Get A Bus!

tanios - L4-,isons

cientists
Develop New
Space Device

our reasonable price
our convenient hours
our massive stock
our quality se/ection

BUT OUR LOCATION
The STATE BOOK SHOP is now located at 389 So.
First St., across from the Studio Theatre, and we invite you to come in and get acquainted with us and
with one of the largest and finest stocks of used
books in northern California.

WASHINGTON (UPI) Space
scientists have developed an electronic device so sensitive that it
can detect 1,000th of the impact
of a grain of salt falling threeeighths of an inch, a Senate group
aas told recently.
The story develops into a tale
medical research.
Dr. George L. Simpson Jr., an
assistant administrator in the National Aeronautics and Space Administration, discussed

the device

Going Skiing?

John
Olejnik*
says ...

in testimony before the Senate
Space Committee.
He explained that the ultra;ensitive electronic sen.sor was developed

by

NASA’s

Ames
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Friday, March 20
8:30 P.M.
San Jose Civic Auditorium
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College Lite Insures only college

and collegemenare preferred
risks. Let me tell you more.,)
men

*JOHN OLEJNIK
4992 Borina Drive
San Jose, Calif.
Tel: 253-1337

o

San Jose Box Office

get so much more for
lite insurance dollars trom
College Life’s famous policy,
THE BENEFACTOR, because

tt You

Lubrication
Prate Service
Complete Tune.up
Front Alignment
Anti-( r
installation
Foreign Car Ser.ice

. . . and have a

HAPPY

Tickets $2.25, $3.00, $3.75, $4.50
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I’ Rea.

your
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The Food and Drug Administra’Jon is now actively experimenting
’,alit this instrument in connection
,aith

*
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THINK ETHNIC

embryo,"

heard

recognized

that it provided a means of

for Spring Vacation

We Specialize in:

It wa.s designed
to measure the impact of tiny micro-meteorites on spacecraft.

SI

Service up now

Iowa

Research Center.
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Expert Urges
Book Boosting

reptesenting
THE COLLEGE LIFE
INSURANCE COMPANY
OF AMERICA
. . the only Company ieltono
ercluslyely to College Men

SPECIALISTS IN
STYLING ARO") SI4APIN’s

Atch /3/ate.i

7)-0888

Hair Fashions

CY

7.045

497 S

SILVA SERVICE
(formerly Yager b Silva)

78 S. 4th St.
LATE FOR CLASS? WELL

295 8968

PARK IT FOR YOU
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Tracks Weather Balloons

Mg Grant of $40,800
for Summer Institute
sari JuN, state College lilts IV- ’1011’11C11111111S.
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Ed Program
In Madrid
Open to SJS

er;
Drs

iy. Murrill 17 ’MCI

It was something lik,
’ nun
even if it was on a
session"
small part of the Sulu archipelago
which lies off the Philippine island
of Mindanao.
This coral island called ’Atano-1
lad v..as no larger than a goodsized California shiipping center.
But musicians there
among
the very best in Sulu. and thr
loved lo perform,
SPecial guest one day last ’,MilMer
a 1962 graditaN. of S.IS.
on field study as an EtisdAVest
Center student and
as armed
with tape recorders. etuniiras and
notebooks to record the scene

gust 1964.
To qualify for the program the
a 3.00 grade
tiident must have
infrage. The student must have
ma gars of college Spanish or
Iwo years of high school Spanish
of college Spanish.
and one year
Student must be aged 18 to 24
and unmarried.
The program costs $2,610 which
most meals,
includes tuition, room,
round-trip passage and field trips.
More than 130 cottrses in hisinternational
tory, ptli t ica I science,
relations. economics, Spanish literature and language. art history,
philosophy. and theology are of-

MAKING PLANSDr. J. Reid Scoff, head of
+he NDEA Summer Institute, Chela Dike, and
Carmen Bejar, I., discuss plans for the second
NDEA Summer Institute on this campus. The

Iranian New Year
Feted This Week
In San Francisco

pus.
The program is sponsored by the
Institute of European Studies.
More information may be obtained
from the institute, 35 E. Wacker
Dr., Chicago. Applications are due
June 15.
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More Money in ’63
From Alcohol Tax 1
State roses on wholesale distributions
aienii,
heynnages in

.

em1441111101

California during 19611 amounted
to $60.0 million. This total was $2.4
million or four percent greater
than comparable revenues for
1962 according to George R. Reilly.
First District Member of the State
Board of Equalization.
Distilled liquor. taxed by the
state at $1.30 LIN’ gallon. produced
lalt.764,000; beer, ta.xed at four
cents a gallon. yielded $10.346,0W);
wines subject to rates ranging
from] cent to 110 cents per gallon
brought itt $889,000.
_
sP.U’E SPRP:AD
NEVAltA TES’F’ sm.:, Nev.
tUPli - - This sprawling backyard
nuclear proving ground has more
than $20 million in perman.ent
facilities spread out over 1,100
square miles
Located 80 miles southeast of
Las Vega:, its main activities are
the testing .if special weapons underground and development of nuclear Timelier! rockets for the U.S.
up,ieorior.a%),i).

Iranian

SI,OW RUSES
SAN it tSE. Calif. IUPI
It’s
almost faster to
than take
the bus here. A trail lc 44411/11.11: reOorted that the axiiiat_te spool of
buses on dim Moo. n sttiods i. 7 I
7i/ locr cent
rinks per Pl..111’
the freel let, Nikkei -it slops ..
spent wiitiog .ii red light-
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Spanish Institute
Presented Again

7n

broaden the participants’ know edge of the Spanish language and
its cultural background," he said.
Lazar Garza, an instructor with
Dr. Scott at the Nevada Language
Institute in 1962, is this year’s as’ sociate director at SJS.
Instructors are: Carmen Beim%
Mexico City; Daniel Santos, Burlingame; Andrew Rematore, Hays.
Kansas;
Ariz.;

Mario Fierros,
J.

O.

Phocnix.

Maynes.

c.letida

Arii.; Ramiro Garcia, San Jos,.
Bruno pennon,. Alameda: Itichado
Arenas,

Fremont;

Salvadoi

and

Garcia. UM\ ersit. of California
Berkeley. nat iL

I.11,y C.II/INI1’;111\ f in arrniv,;.n. songs and dance,: fin. me to
MN/I’d anti film."
The SI/Ill arehiPelag It+IS 1"’"11tiful naturnl of lagoons. reers and
exotic i.egetation, said Rie. "The
region is ./111, of great radential
growth with many agricultural 11, sources yet untapped."
’The people are hardy and verj.
tproud," continued Ric. ’They aro
culturally more a part of the AIiilaysian-Indonesian group than a
part of the Christian Western -oriented regio ti s of the northern
Philippines."
SPEAKS AT UNIIVERSITE
Ris returned earlier this year to
Manila where he spoke on "N1t1. steal Traditions of Sulu," tiefore
a musk. school symposium of the
Philippine Women’s University. 11i
:also was interviewed for a Voice
of America broadcast.
Ric. who studied in Germany ill
Preil ander the Experiment in In,ernational Living Programs,
found that wherever you
;-,1,.. are the same - whether
. in Sulu or in Heidelberg."

Have A Safe Trip

LODGING Altl:
Ris began his Std.; fres
last summer on Jolit. the main
island. He already had arranged
for lodging in mission scho I s
along the way with Father Lynch
scholar of Philippine anthropoli,.:.
For other lodging, he dependend
on local village hospitality
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of Spain.

here last summer in cooperation
with the Language Development
Program of the U.S. Office of Ed oration. The program is to help
train Spanish teachers for the
-tiNth throng’s ninth grades, w no,
1965.
III fla10
in their curriculum grade,
"To maintain a Ilispanie
limit island, all participants and
tr,ihalf the 1:11T will 11%, irl
iernity house. ’rh. individual eost
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S265 for eight weeks," Dr. S4C1t11
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begin in September.
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this bra belongs in any
girl’s lingerie wardrobe.
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RICARDO TRIMILLOS
specific link with Stilt..ite.
,. . . SJS graduate
through their music.
"Sulu is one of those region. lighted that an American
being changed hy thy adoption of come to visit them and Ntere
Western culture," said Ric. "I tereSted In their custom, The\
LL anted to capture the folk musie
eulture of S
u before furthcr
changes take place."
,
His parents, Mr. and MI’S. lif1111
TriMillOS of 2118 San Rafael Ave .
Santa Clara. both were born in
the Philippines.
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purpose of the program is fo help train Spanish
teachers for the sixth through ninth grades. By
1965 language will be included in the grades’
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(Lent, 144 Attend a reception celrIranian New Year, Sat - Aid INDEAt Summer Latigii.).
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!.c.i summer, will be offered again
The reception will he held from
ihis year from June 29 -August 21
5 p.m. to 7 p.m. at the Consulate.
,,t SJS.
3400 Washington St., San Fran Dr. J. Reid Scott. heart of the
else.
NI /EA Summer Institute, recently
Also, a New Year’s celebration
explained that the program started
will he held on the same date from
8:30 p.m. to 2 a.m. in the Jack Tat
Hotel in San Francisco.
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BROTHERS ENLISTAir Force Officer Training
School representative, T. Sgt. Ken Baker, shakes
hands with two brothers, both SJS graduates.
The brothers, Richard (left) and Larry (right)
Clanton enlisted for the OTS class which
began Feb. 17. Larry graduated from SJS in

January, while Richard was graduated January
1963. At the completion of 12 weeks of officer
training, the Clantons will be commissioned as
second lieutenants, then go on to pilot +raining
as student officers.
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Request S. Cal Police
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By JUDIE BLOCK
Society FAlter
Spring is the time of year for
many things -- cherry blossoms,
ereen grass, blue skies. romance,
picnics and a variety of spring
fashions.
’rhe age-old requirements of flirtatious femininity are back, Ruffles on necklines, hemlines, cuffs
or down the front of dresses: bows
various sizes to put am’where;
llowers tucked into the brims of
hats, necklines or belts are some
these.
In regard to flowers, blossom fresh white is the number one
color and blue is also popular.
Pink will still be a popular colis wearing a sharkspun dress with or this spring, but it’s most frea pleated skirt and blazer jacket. j
The jacket is green and the skirt
is white. Her hat is white straw.1
Props and clothing are courtesy ,
of Hales Department Store
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major. Carla is wearing a two- ,
liri/li. piece bathing suit of black and
,11,1 white stripes with red trim. Cheryl

Spartan
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. Beastlier
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SAM

SHERMAN CLAY

Master
JEWELERS

Cip
72 S. Firs+ Sr.
San Jose
Phone 2974913

and

SAVE

3

Westgate Shopping Center
1600 Saratoga Ave.
Phone 379-3051

l’he New look in design at
Santa Clara County’s most
fashionable jewelry stores

$1.00 on the purchase
price of our entire stock
of LONG PLAYING
ALBUMS.
clip lieee

JAN ANDERSON, junior English major, is wearing an acid
coat of the linen look. It is full-length and sleeveless with
stitching. Underneath is a white crepe dress. Her gaucho
hat is white.

v./4" \
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bits of veiling are also popular.
’are higher and il
Won’t hi
Coats get into the Easter parade to See SPIke
1101.1S
with frequent loose backs (fronts I Hairdos u ill be again
very
are generally straight and demi- Spring with s.ift,
open s-1,:"
fitted or low-slung half-belts that wispy. flirtaiiiAli
give a hint of emphasis to the derThe Spring season
riere.
ahead of us with its
ni.;
This Spring shoes are neither and different
fashion:: sp;
pointed severely or square but will be a (init.
eleg
somewhere in between. The heels diviclualistie fashion. "
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Spring Fashions Reflect
emininity This Season
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You are cordially lathed to risit our
Bridal tteaistrs and see our 22 new pattern, in Chinattare. featuring * Syracuse
Fine China * Chrystal Stemware by
Ilolinegaurd * Buda from Sweden.
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San Jose
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1600 Saratoga Ave.
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quently seen in prints or as an accent to another shade.
Spring prints range from dainty
flower garden treatments to sophisticated abstracts. Patterns are
bright and definite, particularly in
black and white.
"Shape without fit" is what some
fashion experts have called the latest look. Waistlines, for example,
once again have a tendency to slide
dmvn toward the hipbone, but in
doing so the natural waist is subtly
suggested.
Hemlines have made no new innovations by going up or down, but
just staying, at the just -below-theknee level.
Hats are romantic and smart,
but never severe. The look of the
’1930’s is back with the turned
brims and bunches of flowers and

PAM KELLOGG, junior education major, is pictured woo
Kimberly knit suit in camelia pink. The suit is the chan.e
The suit is full length and sleeveleu. She is weari,g a pit
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$10.95
I
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on month course
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BEATLE
HEADQUARTERS

At present we carry all of
the BEATLES records, magazines and especially
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son Jose Health club
413 E. Santa Clara St.
CALL 295-9910

II ing thing in the world
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Peter Pan bathing suit is gathered elasticized
cotton. Maxine Forbes wears a combination
material suit by Catalina. A bright splash of
orange, pink, and yellow flowers on the nylon
jersey bodice accentuates the olive green bottom. Women’s bathing suits and hats courtesy
of the Emporium.

41D OF SWIMWEAR towers for Beach 64. Accenting Jean Fleming’s black suit
nylon jersey bodice and nylon stretch
rr. are spaghetti straps and a spaghetti
t. Topping Bruce Norman (1.) and Jack
ins (r.) is Charlene Hay in a pink two-piece
creation with a bow at the waist. This
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DY TO SWIM is Jerri Paul in a "convertle suit by Jantzen. The stretch nylon top,
ch separates from the blue stretch shorts.
</CItented with white sea grass in an ocean
blue. Joan Berridge looks shifty in a brightly
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patterned shift. Flowers, a sunburst and roosters
in hot pink, orange, and green are on a background of white. Charlene Hiatt wears a yellow
two-piece bathing suit by Jantzen and a sun
hat for fun at the beach.
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WAITING TO SIGN up students and faculty
members for blood donations, Carol Lykke, a
student blood drive co-chairman (left), and

, ..
Carol Schnitker (right) manned the cafeteria ac
tivities booth yesterday. The booth will be open
again tomorrow from 9 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
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REX HARRISON STYLE Following a style set by actor Rex
Harrison, SJS senior Bill Belcher
tries out a new suede casual hat.
With a snap brim, narrow band
and satin inner lining. This
hat sells for $10.95.

Come To Our Discount
Record Party and
have a "BALL"

s

,

pring Arrives;. . Men s Hats Chan,

By DON III Fl ON
Hats on gentlemen!
Every spring, columnists rave about the new array a hats tot
women.
This spring will be different. It ls titne for the men to steal some
of their thunder.
Not to be outtione by the fairer set, men win have a wkier selection of casual chapeaux to choose from this spring.
Material will be the biggest change in casual headwear. Suede,
which was popular in footwear a few yeals ago, is being revived as
material for headwear.
The presently stylish cashmere wilt make its debut In men’a hats
this spring. Another newcomer to the hat -fashion arena is Dupioni
silk, a material with a smooth but unfinished look.
The casual hat, characterized by its short, snap brim and narrow
band, has had a big increase in popularity in retent years. The current
style in casual hats was set by actor Rex Harrison during his performance in "My Fair Lady."
According to Gordon Palewick, store manager for Roos-Atkins,
the hat puts the finishing touches on the -well-dressed" man’s wardrobe.
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TWO COLLEGIANS, standing atop the Roos -Atkins lea
San Jose, wear the latest style in men’s casual liats.1.1.ley (I.), junior economics major, wears a 100 per coat-9r
silk hat with pinched crown by Dobbs ($8.95). Bill Wee
senior fine arts major, looks trian-about-townish in a 100 pa
wool hat with a center crown crease also by Dobbs ($6.95),
;
-
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colorings... casual with a lunt of dressiness.

WIGS.

3995
SINCE 1885

Othrr nomg Head Sports .1achrts . . . .

29.95 to 65.00

"FAMOUS FOR FINE FLOWERS"

everything fine in

music

2^d n"d

Fernando

CYpress 2-8312

since 1870
CV 3-4840
SAN JOSE: 89 South First
Open 9.:30 to t.1.30, Thurs. to 9

a

coed in town:

00 TIME MCVIES
SHOOTINi GAWP’

NEEDLES
reg.
$ 9.95
310.95

By CHERYL 1,INSCOTT
Men
find added comfort this
spring in the new stretch clothes
being shown as a fashion favorite.
Since this trend is recent, it is not
expected to becotne strong until
fall. This style, tight -fitting but
not skin tight, svill be shown in
slacks, washpants, sport coats and
shirts.
The surfer influence has
sprouted up in the "laced front" of
swimwear. It will be shown in a
multitude of colors, 14 in all, ineluding "bleeding" madra-s prints
Short -sleeved sweaters are gaining the attention of college men.
especially cardigan.s. The V-neck is
coming back and should be strong
by fall.
The ’sailing’ look is being punctuated by jibs, parkas and madras
jackets.

Flower

lase
j
Nasky
Teek Pule"’

1445 SOUTH FIRST STREET
SAN JOSE

DI:1110ND

Bak mas

r"*"*".""261
ROARING

Seven-day Service

SALE

Stretch Clothes
Lend Comfort
To Men’s Apparel

GRODINS RAMS BEAD
VALLEY

FAIR

2801 STEVENS CREEK BLVD.

a

Tuesday 71.i: eh :7

f+PARTAN
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Instant Hair Beauty

Flipped Your Wig?
WIG COTTAGE
. . . unique shop

SHERRY SNOW
, taffy beige page boy

sHERRY BROWN
Suddenly the phone rings. The
caller says he’ll he over in 15 minutes. You quickly agree and then
you remember; your hair, your
crowning glory. it’s wet and a mess
of ugly curlers! What to DO?
Women and girls alike are following a current day rage -- trading in the old model with all the
problems on a new one. The model
WIGS! Wigs, wigs, wigs.
Actually, the idea of a false
piece to cover the real coiffure is
not ’less at ail, Wig making and

from hair purchased. at random.
and the mixture is composed of human hair and s-ynthetie fiber. It
ranges in price from $150 to $200.
The completely synthetic hair
wig is priced between $75 and $95
and is made of a synthetic fiber.
Phony Wig
Another type, called the "try-onwig, is the least expensive anti
made of synthetic fiber or human
hair and glued to a foundation.
Wig foundations are silk. cotton,
or nylon and the hair. or fiber. is
glued, wefted or hand-tied to them.

Shimmy Contest
iontet ttill he teaI
red at t night
"shamrock
NI
"
ii-Iter in the
tiAtit at 7:30.
lbw, featured is the All -College
tournament beginning at 7. The ratio of boy
to Kit
at last t%..1.1:’ I 0- !try
tt
’! I.) I

Wetting is the term applied ’c Ble
oas tos.
strips which are machine
the foundation.
A finer quality of hair Is . -4din
a hand -tied v.ig. It Is ligr
weight and a great deal mote tiaa
is involved in its eonsn tAtict,
at a
1which prices It at twice
machine made wig. Range
to $500.
.
So, ladies, and gentlemen Inas
tele
!around and the next time 7:
that oh -so-neat hairdo, aa,-.
self, "Ifas she or hasn’t ,turs
Flipped hir uig, that let

.
No.

DRILL

Wigs eourtey of the Wig Cottage, 94 S. Third St., onned and
11}Wrat..(1 by Linda Ryan and
I sharon Dr Lapp.

by Di
b
ual hats. hefty
0 per cent
I5). Bill Bold*,
,11 in a 100par
)bbs ($6.95),

LINDA RYAN
. . . dart brown bob

SHAREN HAUDEN
. . . blond fli

nas
’
;le
.7..t..
,
11 4,4
109 iSeiti

the use of wigs for adornment and
glamour are an art and tradition
older than written history.
Wig Popularity comes down
through the ages frOM ancient
Egypt to the royalty al of Europe
and across the great waters to
colonial America.
Having arrived in the space age.
they probably at some time in the
future, ssill make their dubut on
on Mars or Venus or perhaps add
another chapter to the history of
fashion on unknottm planets.
Wigs are popular for many reaSOTIS.
Wig Availability
The hurry and bustle of today’s
world leaves little time to appear
always cool and fresh, but a wig is
lifted from table to head in a matter of seconds. It doesn’t blow
in the wind, looks freshly combed
and doesn’t require nightly settings.
Instead of changing her hair
coloring, a woman changes her wig.

93
-

(The Guilded

Hot Day
Rouses
Tempers

SUNDAY SUIT ENSEMBLE
Monday through Saturday, too.

big button%
big pockets, bock -belt, whit* stitch 141.
The big bowed blouse in cotton etylpo gig.111.1
Sizes 5 to 15.
Crisply textured rayon with

"3 GALGtefie.

Bs

II %DLIT .10W
en

a warm spruig day
arguments caused
to near danger
afternoon at the

s

’mon (SRI: i-spon.1.on of ROTC at

sore,’
the

athietie

0,r1

near

the

Art

Something new was added to the
Iernonstration
- an anti -picket
picketer who gathered a small
lollowing which voiced its view in
fa or of ROTC and fought verbally with the Peace Union.

le To Soy

Dave Johnson, who said he attended S.IS last semester. carried
a red and yellow sign which bore
the lettei.s "SRC- and a hammer
and sickle. Johnson said he himself had volunteered for the Navy
recently and presently is awaiting
faders to report to San Diego.

,
Mel Holmes (right hand
C sign. The demonstration,
:en+ Peace Union, is part of
to abolish military training

sl-XTRITY ENDANGERED

I Suggest The
cainte Claire
Hotel

eat Easter t
Iefore you lee
top in and see
shlons desir
the

best d

Exquisite Dining

Comfortable Living

m,p9)41
Ist Stree’

ONLY 3 BLOCKS
FR011 COLLEGE
s,ngies so up
Doubles

$8.50

Market and San Carlos

up

te: 286-4680

CY

5-2626

I,nts and two far.:,:ned Red Cross
yesterday as
."1:c.ter’s drive for
Tsvo booths,
.spartan bookstore
were attended
from SJS Air
alid Sigma Kappa
11.1,,..,... A PROT(’ cadet, arid
rtl the drive, stated
Isniths will be open
a.tr to 1
p.m. on Thurs.
ap more donors. Periiin slips will he
distributed to
:1nts under 21
who must ob’ their parents’
signatures if
intend to give
Tho 1,1-1 ,ti.ive blood.
has a slogan
the students. Two
$5. will he awarded
,,fter the midnight,
APt.t1 I.
f
the contest.
1, fiai
i-ii will he offerer] to
ai the following five
lraternity with the
!
in r0iiwige (4 donors;
a
a 0.11. ::
orgiom’ation with
i.ercenlage of donors;
., ail the highest per.: ,toriors; an
individual
ssith the highest ntan
.ind a fraternity or
a., the largest 111/III.
donors,

eve Larson
Appoint
Secretary

Not only does the color change.
but length may fluctuate with each
new donning.
There are many different types ,
of wigs, ranging in price from $5 t,,
$500 or more.
Wig Hair
European human hair is considered finest for wig makin._
Women sign contracts with ss-r_.
manufacturers for the sale of their
hair. Nlany families have been un-’
der e,tntract for hundreds of years
n
Rigid requirements are f
in these contracts. Excessive sun
expositie must be prevented. and
hair treatment ot any kind is pro-
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....IS

455 E. William
Open Thursday
.ontil 8:30 p.rno.di
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.e Larson, A,:
Announce the ticii
ary ;it Student Council meetaday
Bob A’oont, resigned
the post last Ateek in protest
!dent Council’s -mode of op-

When the cale.
ished drilling,
i,
wa, greeted h>
,ipplause from t
,lto
in favor

son will also announee his
af the budget for the AWS
ans.
jurther aetion, council is ex 1 to take a final vote on the
ts Day hill. Council will also
ss the ASP Judiciary. and i
of its procedures concerning!
ifs to
0 imp!
;
-

Johnson, carrying his anti -picket picket sign. marched behind the
last of the cadets. yelling "Everyone who’s foi ROTC-- follow met.’
Only a link’ students went %vith
him. :Vie’ stayed behind to continue
.

Mass Scheduled
Today for Victim
Of Auto Accident

..I
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1111.
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dent while re, :ming from a ParlY
Father Cyril Leach. N,,e-nnan
club chaplain. will say the Mass,
Catholic Warren’s Center

-

s questi.a,
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Summer Session
Permits Available
,Applicat ems

MIMS
DikNi,
%OM
WAITING TO SIGN up students and faculty
members for blood donations, Carol Lykke,
student blood drive co-chairman (left), and

Approximately 20 st udents
.....ohed around the field, then.
he ciale1s; marched on the field.
.vords flew left and right at the
....7ate. Curious and opinionated stio
tent- stood in three groups argumg their basic

01.1.1W%

hibited.
A three-yeat growth is required
before cutting.
A collected hair %Alt: is made

..

Pledge Blood
for Spring Drive

Ile charged that "SRI: is under- mining American security. It is
running down the U.S. Army, and
if it succeeds. it will eliminate our
:,..orrent to Russian aggression."

Carol Schnitker (right) manned the cafeteria AC
tivities booth yesterday. The booth will be open
again tomorrow from 9 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.

for

m min

lob I

registration permits ari
11,;
1,, ,ble in the Summer s,..
Al iM141
i’s iAine

tni
rie

iil the Administration Budd The permits, indicating the hour
, student may register. sail] he isill OrfirT the applications are
-,,idents may apply at the
Programs office.
I ool lays hrough Thursdays
111111111 I, pm,

1,..tallion fin:ield and
,ttering of
’Ann argued
program.
1,1E’

;,
Kim Maicv.ell.
eommentin
the contingent in
favor of ROTC. said "People who
’ell me to keep guns until there
,s
are generally those
wha are the most hostile.sTU DENT VIEWS
After the drilling and demonstrating. one cadet who wished to
,emain unidentified. stated he didWI believe SPI.’ "reallY believes
.n what they are picketing for. I
like to See what they’d do
if they were faced with a gun. I
think they’re jost seeking publicity, I never heard of the Peace
union tint il a couple of weeks ago."
it
Alas, also a member of
..
stressed the "views of
.!,.
are not the views of
,
let achment.

Father Leach will also say .i
1145
Mass tiimiAi ti
, at in the Catliii ,
;en’s CentOIFIFERENT
tiir 13ernaol
who
da believe SRI.’ believe., in
.
! fatal injur.,A hat they stand for. As I set it,
from an apai t mein halmain difference between my
,,.
mil theirs is that they are
.
trust the Russians if
disarm or if both Rua,
V.S. Were 1,/ disarm.
.sing history as a hilNiS,
the Russ:anti," Ala;

Election Petitions
Due Tomorrow

t
111(’ (10:1(1Afations ft, ho.
ned into the College Union.
Students running.- for Student
Council must have
signatures
of S.IS students. Anyone running
for one of the fiAci executie offices niiist hae 100 signatures
All students running for aro,
the offices must attend an orientation meeting in Cafeteria Room
11 also at 1 p.m tomorrow.
1111,

Sgt. Jim Grassi. pre -the.
major. stated ’ Much as T
A_Aiinst
iolenee. I helieve we
ha....
obligation to protect our
ideals Anil to help us keep freeThis wa the second week SPU
pieketed the ROTC Last week
about 50 students carried protest
signs during a special ROTC
change of command ceremony.
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Pastels To Be Popular;
New Look in Shoe FashioA

DAILY

Tues.day. March 17, 19641

Dress Styles
Highlight
Pretty Legs

RECORD

I’
n

, keeps th,
By C.4.HOLYN (111ASE
nol.,
.mphli, ,
Pastels are new in women’s shoes itihi:,1i,,,,et:1,:lei,rt:1,..i.,,,
. . st. shoe in
I this spring. Pink, powder hlue, I, "A popular ’ .,,,n this..
beige, nude orange, and yellow are tghineant7huinni-1;,:,
.,,.,,,,,rktail, thixii
’part of the new look in patent
!leather.
,
At C. II. Baker, the blue patent torpid,- l’iir, li. siiii
Matching iroli purses 1
leather open back strap is the most
popular flat, according to Manage).
Pe’irleecral-ii7;;;::11’’’
Bob Doyle.
. :,,,i,iii,.,i.., ia:
The college look for coeds is the NI. hivocite foi
I rallev,e1
and
class
WP/I1’ ’
open hack sling, with lue, aiul also
’,IA ]il
higher cut vamp.
. i:asnlierrieri:ehilh111(1:ealr,.cei kiitiel,111.’
’,1,;[..,.1,1,::’,,,,i,:
Simple straight lines in flats are
Win) 1.:iisiiI
varied with strarks bows and the
()pen side, along with the opcn
back.
lion to a coed’,
a i,i .j , ,
The open hack stack heel is a sandal will ii..
’
popular campus choice. This shoe
comes in leather and pastels: light
beige, black leather, and black pa- ’ aweTl:il ghehelarigi). hPt":1;11 .
if it lii,.,:
tent. The dyeable while stack heel
the
wardrobe.
always
a
mit.st
for
is
is snpti ’ai . eni Id) sgi17. g rile:: ::: .
. ,i ,,
The dressy look is "in" this
, Look for colic aid rhili
spring.
A hest seller is the plain three- your spring kv;.trifi,l)e.
anti
inch (ir mid-heel. The square throat

y logs stand out in this beai Hiller skirts. mining Pleat’.
soft flowing filVSSCS.

A101114
ith attention focused on
’the legs, hose rakes on an added
import ance.

Come To Our Discount
Record Party and
have a "BALL"

Particuliuly significant is the
vide -heel. tiny -toe nylon. since sii
1170illy Of spring’s shoes are sling.
back and ciit-out at the side.
The newest look in colors for
hosiery is a contrast xith the rist
of the costume.

440.41/4.4.V,,SoVAA14WW.LVAA2a-WW4MICadg

For example, a taupe lirtmn van
be worn with an oyster white costume with dramatic results.
- -

SHERMAN CLAY

NANCY WEHRHE1M, junior
’ education major, looks very
vogue in an off-white classic
suit. The suit has lapels, three I
buttons and double pockets.
i Her black hat has a velvet band
1 and a pearl button.

COUPON
PaaWia
Traditional(f,)Shops

Clip
$1.00 on

the

purchase

price of our entire stock
of

LONG

PLAYING

ALBUMS.
clip here

REMEMBER

"Wl.:AR-GUARANTEED"

HARRIS

peen _ flair ?

SLACKS
we carry the largest se
slack with the slim,

The

lection of FOLK ant

No. not really. Even

trim effect in -Wear Dated"

tliongli ifs St. Pairicki

55% /Wan acrylic,

CLASSICAL records.

HaNr. Nou need not match

45% Rayon, with the look

Nina

of textured worsteds.
Automatic Wash and Wear
and unconditionally

11111

guaranteed to give you one

It’

full year of normal wear
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hair-711 e-knou

Noor friends

MARYANNE LA GUARDIA, junior public ri.1- (As mair
wearing the linen look which is very stylish this
The suit
pale blue and also comes in camelia pink. It is
r.,iazor loot
the I930s. She is wearing a flowered hat and - ding a
patent leather hat with red ribbon and a whit, r

be green

or your money will be
refunded by Chernst.a-a
Burnished tones

795

*Iffy ra,:itet

Priced for Students

on
Tues. thru Sat.

d

IDELTONE

Willow Glen
Beauty College

1)1 :111(I1

NEEDLES

VALLEY FAIR

2801

S4.!

S10.95

85.
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BEATLE
HEADQUARTERS

I

aou ...over ...ono
on month course
San Jose Health Club
413 E. Santa Clara St.
CALL 295-9910

Vaccticn
CY 5-7697
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1Jr,or.tor,-)
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FREEMAN’S SPORT CENTER
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Faster
Wig

On RAMS BEAD BLAZER
Cut to our own specificationS

At present we carry all of
the BEATLES records, magazines and especially
WIGS.

-Wolver.i!
From

Ncimliti
’,INCE 1885

T,00k for the Rams Head label. It spells assurance: You
know what you are vvearing is correct . . . in contour
and careful detailing. Admin our Hazer in trrulitional
coloring;... casual will) a hint of iire,sincsA.

395
Other Rams Head Sports Jackets

. . 29.95 to 65.00

"FAMOUS FOR FINE FLOWERS"

everything fine in music

2nd and San Fernando

CYpress 2-8312

ROBINS RAMS HEAD

since 1870
VALLEY FAIR 2801 STEVENS
CV 3-4640
SAN JOSE: 69 South First
open 9.30 to 5.30, Thurs. to 3

CREEK BLVD.
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DRILL

’Y’ewShati
NANCY WEHRHEIM
. . black straw with daisies

FRAN ADLER
yellow straw with flo.ers
of sh,,,,s
’Mit. ine,,
, are th./.
did dhb
.ilx and ,,la

PAM KELLOGG
. . . pink straw

SHERRY BROWN
... blue straw with buttons

MARYANNE LA GUARDIA
. hat of yellow ribbons

Mat’s in a Hat This Year
hafs in a hat 7
of onlorful
ir centuries hats
the harbingers
been
have
ers
f ferent
spring. The many di
k,d headroverings are the final
of
h to an elegant ensemble
ion.
ring is on its way for ’6-1 as
SJS co-eds don new arrivals
gesy of Halos, San Jose

Styles range far and wide in
this year’s shcnsing. Wide brims.
narrow brims. tall hats, short hats
will appear on the spring scene.
Flowers and birds or soft flowing fabrics, straw and ribbon, a
barrage of lovely hat compositions
will grace the feminine head at
luncheons, teas and many other social gatherings for this year of the
20th centary.

Hot Day
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FIRST AT SAN CARLOS
DIAL 294-4200
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YOUNG ADULTS

Something new was added to the
nonstration - an anti -picket
i..eketer who gathered a small
following which voiced its view in
,,1 ROTC and fought verbalthe Peace I’’, al.
:
v
,"Iid he itt
!,,
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I....-. si_m which bore
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; -Ind a hammer
and sickle Johnson said he himself had volunteered far the Navy
recently and presently is awaiting
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ACCOUNTS INVITED!
ACCOUNTS OPENED IN 3 MINUTES!
A Ccmplete Line

;ons moirr.
ar. The sui’ is
blazor look oi
iiiding a bid

Engagement Rings
Wedding Rings
Watches
Birthstone Rings
Costume Jewelry
1.0.Bracelets
Clocas

CUT
OUT
FOR

Nstionally Advertised Products
Dinnerware
Silverware
Watch and Jewelry
Repairs
Tape Recorders

Cameras
lionoculars
Electric Shavers
Phonographs
Hifi Sets
Radios
Uectrical Appliances

NO MONEY DOWN

A YEAR TO PAY

sECT-RITY ENDANGERED
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"Sown by Johnny Apple" in gingham checks,
queen size hooks and eyes fasten the collar ’n cuffs.
Choice of pink/white, black, white, $9

FREE
PARKING

Sunnyvale
209 So. Taaffe St.
tE 9 Of.9 I -Open ’tit 9 Mon., Thurs. & Fri.

YOUNG CALIFORNIA SHOP.

:Y 5.7697
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Summer Session
Permits Available
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Carol Schnitker (right) manned the cafeteria i1CtiFities booth yesterday. The booth will be open
again tomorrow from 9 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.

Mass Scheduled
Today for Victim
Of Auto Accident
A special :1Ia,s wi II be celebrated
tixlay at 5 p.m. for Nancy J Prusas.
’who died in a weekend ear accident while returning fr’ir!’ I
Father Cyril lieaeii
in
Chits ihaiiikin. will
iss
’!i. i! ir" Women’, t
I in I

Tiestions regarding the poppliention intertieu ran
a dm,.
1114

WAITING TO SIGN up students and faculty
members for blood donations, Carol Lykke,
student blood drive co-chairman (left), and

Ile charged that "SPU is undermining American security. It is
runniniz down the U.S. Army. and
if it succeeds. it will eliminate our
deterrent to Flussian aggression."
Approximately 20 s t u dent s
:..irched around the field, then. as
he cadets marched on the field,
.ords flee, left and right at the
:te. Curious and opinionated Munts stood in three groups argu-..4 their basic beliefs.
When the cadet batallion finished drilling, it left the field and
Lica, greeted hy a smattering of
applause from thoee uho argmed
’
.I.
in t aVOr
prograrn.

eve Larson
Appoint
tvi Secretary

Here’s a blouse you can pop on over ’most anything
casual and look good enough to eat!

Valley Fair Shopping Center
9:30 p.m.,
ce, 3040 -Open Mon, thru Fri.
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CAMPUS ...

Downtown
65 So. First St.
We validate all downtown lot tickets
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STUDENT VIEWS
After the drilline and demonIstrating. one cadet who wished to
’remain unidentified. stated he didIn’t believe SVC’ "really believes
in what they. are picketing for I
’would like to see what they’d do
if they WVIV faced with a gun. I
think they’re just seeking publicity. I never heard of the Peace
Union until a couple of weeks ago.I Orlando Alas. also a member of
the Ro’rr. stressed the "views of
he s; ’;o’s are not the views of
i.r
,lieriehment.
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Election Petitions
Due Tomorrow
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Johnson.
his anti -picket picket sign. marched behind the
last of the cadets. yelling -liverYone who’s for ROTC-- follow me!"
Only a few students went with
him. Most stayed behind to continoe arguing.
SPU president. Kirn Maxwell,
commenting on the contingent in
favor of ROTC’. said "People who
tell me to keep guns until there
is no hostility are generally those
,who are the most hostile."
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As I see it,
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we were to ’ ;
or if both !Ws...iii and 11;; r
,pre to disarm.
However.
as a basis,
I cannot trust
Ala;
said.
Staff Sgt. Jim Gra.ssi, pre-theolOgY major, stated ":11uch as T
tiolence. I believe we
.. obligation to protect our
ii.1 to help us keep free.
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This was the second week SPU
picketed the ROTC Last week
about 50 students carried protest
signs during a special itt)TC
chitntzis oi command rieremom.
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RECORD
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LOOK AT THIS WARDROBE BUY!
$144 for 0 great outfits (reg. 114.50)

PARTY 14#
Come To Our Discount
Record Party and
have a "BALL" 7-
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SHERMAN CLAY

COUPON

Op an,

New Spring suit,
latest style,
worth 67.50
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SAVE
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All for
$144

YOU GET:

with nothing
down & a year
to pay!
, You just can’t
beat this offer!
Complete wardrobe to last you
all year-8 handsome changesfor
school, sports
and dress!
All yours at a
saving of 30.50.
No extrasno
charge for alterations...
All you pay is
$15
a month!

Your choice
new
sportcoat
reg.
3150

$1.00 on the purchase
price of our entire stock
of LONG PLAYING
ALBUMS.
ci;p kere

3 pairs of slacks,
your choice of
any in our stock
Priced 22.50
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REMEMBER

22.50
22’50

we carry the largest se
lection of FOLK anc
CLASSICAL records.

Total
Value

174.50

SALE

8 great changes to take you all through the year!
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What a deal! Come and get it while our offer lasts!

F WELTON E

Two locations near San Jose State:
Downtown San Jose, First at Santa Clara
Stevens Creek Plaza
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NEEDLES
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BEATLE
HEADQUARTERS

Sao Jose Health Club
413 E. Santa Clara St.
CALL 295-9910
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OUR RAMS BEAD HAZER
Cut to our own specifications

At present we carry all of
the BEATLES records,
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Woweri!

a zh, e s and especially
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Look for the Rams fiend label. It spells assurance: You
know what you are wearing is correct . . . in contour
and careful detailing. Admire our hl.izer in traditional
ea,lial with a hint of die -iness,

WIGS.

’,INCE 1885
"FAMOUS FOR FINI

everything fine in music

395
Othrr Ranig Head Sports Jachotg

29.95 to 65.00

HowENS"

2nd and San Fernando

Sherman Claq
stnce 1870

SAN JOSE: 89 South First CV 3-4840
open 9:30 to 5.30, Thurs. to 9

CYpress 2-8312

GRODINS RAMS HAD
VALLEY FAIR

2801 STEVENS CREEK BLVD.

